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In Appendix 1 the first detailed calculations of lightning return stroke
electrK and magnetic fields above ground are presented. Waveforms are given
for altitudes ftom 0 to 10 km and ranges from 20 m to 10 km. These waveforms
are computed using the model of Lin et al. (1980) and a modification of that
model in which the initial current peak decays with height above ground.
Both the original and the modified models result in accurate prediction of
measured ground-based fields. Return stroke field measurements above ground

o close to the stroke, with which the calculations could be compared, have not
Cyet been made. Salient aspect& of the calculated fields are discussed,

including their use in calibrating airborne field measurements from simul-
LL.J taneous ground and airborne data.-J

In Appendix 2 we analyzed in detail the electric field variations pre-
ceding the first return strokes of 80 cloud-to-ground lightning flashes in
nine different storms observed at the NASA Kennedy Space Center during the
summers of 1976 and 1977. The electric field variations are best character-
ized as having two sections: preliminary variations and step ed leader.
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The stepped-leader electric-field change begins during a transition period
of a few milliseconds duration marked by characteristic bipolar pulses.
The durations of stepped leaders lie most frequently lu the range 6-20
milliseconds. We infer from our measurements and critical review of the
previous literature that there is only one type of stepped leader, not
the two types, a and 0, often referred to in the literature.

In Appendix 3 the electromagnetic fields produced by both direct light-
ning strikes and nearby lightning are compared with the nuclear electromag-
netic pulse (NEMP) from an exoatmospheric burst. Model calculations indicate
that, in the frequency range from 104 to near 107 Hz, the Fourier amplitude
spectra of the return stroke magnetic fields near ground I m from an average
lightning strike will exceed that of the NEMP. Nearby first return sttokes
at a range of about 50 m, if they are severe, produce electric-field spectra
near ground which exceed that of the NEMP below about 106 Hz, while the
spectra of average nearby first return strokes exceed that of the NEMP bilow
about 3 x 105 Hz. Implications of these results for aircraft in flight are
discussed.

In Appendix 4 we obtain analytical solutions in the time domain for
the electric and magnetic fields associated with establishing a finite
electrostatic dipole. We assume that a simple source current distribution,
a square pulse of current, produces the dipole, and solve for the fields
produced by that source current distribution using Maxwell's equations.
Salient features of the fields are discussed from a physical point of view.
We outline a technique to determine in the time domain the electric and
magnetic fields produced by any arbitrary time-varying current propagating
along a straight antenna, given the calculated fields due to a short square
pulse of current.

In Appendix 5 we present relative light intensity measured Photographi-
cally as a function of height and time for seven subsequent return strokes
in two lightning flashes at ranges of 7.8 and 8.7 km. The film used was
Kodak 5474 Shellburst, which has a roughly constant spectral response
between 300 and 670 nm. The time resolution was about 1.0 us, and the
spatial resolution was about 4 m. The observed light signals consisted
of a fast rise to peak, followed by a slower decrease to a relatively con-
stant value. The amplitude of the initial light peak decreases exponentially
with height with a decay constant of about 0.6 to 0.8 km. The 20% to 80%
rise time of the initial light signal is between 1 and 4 us near ground and
increases by an additional 1 to 2 us by the time the return stroke reaches
the cloud base, a height between 1 and 2 km. The light intensity 30 us
after the initial peak is relatively constant with height and has an ampli-
tude that is 15% to 30% of the initial peak near the ground and 50% to 100%
of the initial peak at cloud base. The logarithm of the peak light intensity
near the ground is roughly proportional to the initial peak electric field
intensity, and this in turn implies that the current decrease with height
may be much slower than the light decrease. The absolute light intensity
has been estimated by integrating the photographic signals from individual
channel segments to simulate the calibrated all-sky photoelectric data of
Guo and Krider (1982). Using this method, we find that the mean peak
radiance near the ground is 8.3 x 105 W/m, with a total range from 1.4 x 105

to 3.8 x 106 W/m.
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Calculations of Lightning Return Stroke Electric
and Magnetic Fields Above Ground

M. J. MAsTER. M. A. UMAN, Y. T. LIN' AND R. B. STANDLER2

Department of Electrical Engineering. University of Florida. Gainesville. Florida 32611

The first detailed calculations of lightning return stroke electric and magnetic fieds above ground
are presented. Waveforms are given for altitudes from 0 to 10 km and ranges from 20 m to 10 km.
These waveforms are computed usiat the model of Lin et al. (1960) and a modification of that model inTeewvfrs gpu unl hmoaofLnt .lO namoiitint 1which the initial cuaent peak decays with height above ground. Both the oriuinal and the modified

models result in accurate prediction of measured ground-based fields. Return stroke field measure-
ments above ground lose to the stroke, with wich the calculations could be compared. have not yet
been made. Salient vsrects of the calculat,-d fields are discussed. including their use in calibratingairborne field measurements from simultaneous ground and airborne data.

INTRODUCTION f - f - -

Lin et al. [19801 have recently introduced a lightning + 1(z- r1 - R1) d) + r
return stroke model with which return stroke electric and 0

magnetic fields measured at ground level [Lin et al., 19791
can be reproduced. Here we use that model and a modifice- r 81(z', t - RIc) "
tion of it to compute electric and magnetic fields at altitudes ', t - R/) - (i)
up to 10 km and at ranges from 20 m to 10 km. These J
calculations provide the first detailed estimates of the return
stroke fields that exist above ground and that are encoun- dA (r, 0, z, t)
tered by aircraft in flight. The most recent generation of
aircraft may be particularly susceptible to lightning electric
and magnetic fields because these aircraft are controlled poeal' r r o(z', I- RIC)
with low-voltage digital electronics and are in part construct- 4w J(,3  cR "*t • at
ed of advanced composite materials which provide a reduced
level of electromagnetic shielding (Corbin, 19791. Hence. in (2)
the context of aircraft safety, calculations of the magnitude
and waveshape of airborne electric and magnetic fields are ofi where (I) and (2) a thed in cylindrical coordinates, o
considerable practical interest. Furthermore, from a scien- is the permittivity and r the permeability of vacuum, and all
tific point of view, since airborne electric and magnetic fields geometrical fac'ors are illustrated in Figure I. Equations (I)
are presently being measured [Pitts et al., 1979; Pits and and (2) are obtai.J in a straightforward mamer using an
Thomas, 1981; Baum, 1980], a comparison of the calcula- approach similar to Wat oi Uman er at. [1975). In (1) the first

and fourth terms are generally called the electrostatic field,tions given in this paper with appropriate experimental data, the second and fifth the induction or intermediate field, andwhen they are available, will constitute a test of the return the remaining two terms the radiation field. In (2) the first
stroke model, term is the induction field and the second, the radiation field.

THEORY The effects of the perfectly conducting ground plane on the
The lightning return stroke current is assumed to flow in a electric and magnetic fields due to the source dipole are

thin, straight, vertical channel of height H above a perfectly included by replacing the ground plane by an image current
conducting ground plane, as shown in Figure 1. The electric dipole at distance -z' beneath the plane, as shown in Figure
and magnetic fields at altitude z and range r from a vertica! I [Stratton, 1941l. The electric and magnetic fields due to the
dipole ot length dz' at height z' and arbitrary current i ) image dipole may be obtained by substituting R, for R and
are -z' for z' in (I) and (2) above.

In this paper we examine only the fields of a typical

S esubsequent return stroke because it is subsequent strokesAz 3(r, 4, z,) tl)' - -Rc)d with which Lint et al. 11980J have te:31.ed their model. Subse-

dfl LLz' 70 - R10 d quent strokes are more easily modeled than first strokes
because in contrast to firsts, subsequents have few% if any

3r(z - z') r z - z') ai (z, t - Rc) branches, have relatively constant return stroke velocities,
+ .--4 i(z', t - ROr) + - a. and are probably initiated at ground level rather than by

upward-going leaders [Schonland. 1956.
The model of Lin et al. [19801 postulates that the return

'Now with Texas Instruments, Dallas, Texas 75234. stroke current is composed of three components: (1) a short.
Z Now at the Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, New duration upward-propagating pulse of current of constant

York 14523. magnitude and waveshape associated with the electrical
Copyright '0 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. breakdown at the return stroke wavefront and responsible

Paper number IC1479. 12,127
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pulse current (component (1) in the model) must also de-
crease with height.

2. When the breadown pulse reaches the top of the
chanel, the model otLin ri at. (1901 predicts a field change
of opposite polarity to that of the initial field, the waveshape

t,- T of the field change being a 'mirror irwac' of the initial field
chang. A detailed discussion of the mirror image effect is
given by Urn et 41. [1975). It is observed occasionally in

GROuAV 9 ) the fields from first return strokes but almost never in the
fields from subsequent return strokes [Lin et at.. 19791. If the
bnekdown pulse current is allowed to decay with height so

11 that it tes a negligible value when it reaches the end of the
/chami, the mirkrot image should no longer be manifest in

the cal dated fields.
i In view of obscrvations I and 2 above, we propose the

MAG. 0 following modification to the model of Lin et at. (19801: the
* .A breakdown pulse current is allowed to decrease with height

above the ground; all other featurs of the original model
1. Geometry for field computations. remain unchanged. As we shall see, the fidds at ground level

produced by the modified model are essentially the same as
those due to the original model except for the absence of the

for the return stroke peak current; the pulse is assumed to mirror image. However, the fields in the air, especially at
propagate at a constant velocity; (2) a uniform current which close ranges, differ considerably.
may already be flowing (leader current), an assumption we We first consider the calculation of the electric and
use in this paper, or it may start to flow soon after the magnetic fields of a typical subsequent stroke using the
commencement of the return stroke; and (3) a 'corona' original model of Lin et al. 119801. We then repeat the
current caused by the downward movement of the charge calculation for the modified version of the model. The
initially stored in the corona sheath around the leader subsequent stroke used in this study is that for which the
channel and discharged by the passage of the reourn stroke following data are given in Figure 11 of Lin et al. 119801: both
wavefront. These three current components are illustrated in measured and calculated fields at ranges of 2 km and 200 km
Figure 2. at ground level and calculated current at ground level. This

Two observations form the basis for a modification of the calculated current and the three components which consti-
model of Lin et a. [1980): tute it are shown in Figure 3. The rise-to-peak of the

i At the time that the research of Lin et al. (19801 was breakdown pulse component has been altered from that
done, subsequent strokes were thought to have both lumi- given by Lin ei al. [19801 so as to be consistent with the
nosities (hence, by implication, currents) and return stroke measurements of Weidman and Krider (1978). The salient
velocities that were irvariant with height fSchonland, 1956). parametes of the current used in the field calculations for
However, Jordan and Uman [1980) ,iave since shown that the case of a constant breakdown pulse current are (I)
subsequent stroke initial peak luminosity varies markedly oreakdown pulse current: increase from 0 to 3 kA in 1.0 s,
with height, decreasing to half-value in less than 1 km above followed by a fast transition to a peak value of 14.9 kA at 1. 1
ground. The implication of this result is that the breakdown ps, half value at 3.8 &s, and zero at 40 us; the breakdown

Slop v
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Fig. 2. Current distribution for the model of Lin el al. [19801 in which the breakkown fuisc uuiu.a is cimta.n! with
height. The constant veloity of the breakdown pulse current is v. Current profiks arc shown at four die~rnt times. ,
through t4, when the return stroke wavefron and the breakdown pise current are at four different heights z, through z,.
respectively.
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pulse current (component (I) in the model) must also de-

2. When the breakdown pulse reaches the top of the
chamPw, the model of Lin e at. 119601 predicts a field changeT df of opposite polarity to that of the initia. field. the waveshape

, I , " of the field change being a "mirror irnu e of the initial fieldchae . A detailed discussion of the mirror image effect is

given by Umn et 4. [19751. It is observed occasionally inthe fields from first return strokes but almost never in the
--ROUN-./M& fields from subsequent return strokes [Lin et at., 19791. If the

Gaz N a r-breakdown pulse current is allowed to decay with height so
/ that it tas a negligible value when it reaches the end of the

I / chanmii,,h m im age should no longr be manifest in

the calmlated fidds.A /' In view of obsrvations d 2 above, we propose the
*10 following modifiction to the model ofLin et a. 119801: the

-breakdown pulse current is allowed to decrease with height
above die ground; all other featurs of the original model

Fi. Geometry for field op , remain unchanged. As we shall see, the fieds at ground levelFig. 1 oproduced by the modified model are essentially the same as

those due to the original model except for the absence of the
for the return stroke peak current: the pulse is assumed to mirror image. However, the fields in the air, especially at
propagate at a constant velocity. (2) a uniform current which close ranges, differ considerably.
may already be flowing (leader current), an assumption we We first consider the calculation of the electic and
use in this paper, or it may start to flow soon after the magnetic fields of a typical subsequent stroke using the
commencement of the return stroke; and (3) a 'corona' original model of Lin et al. 119801. We then repeat the
current caused by the downward movement of the charge calculation for the modified version of the model. The
initially stored in the corona sheath around the leader subsequent stroke used in this study is that for which the
channel and discharged by the passage of the return stroke following data are given in Figure I I of Lin et at. 11980): both
wavefront. These three current compotwnts are illustrated in measured and calculated fields at ranges of 2 km and 200 km
Figure 2. at ground level and calculated current at ground level. This

Two observations form the basis for a modification of the calculated current and the three components which consti-
model of Lin et al. [1980): tute it are shown in Figure 3. The rise-to-peak of the
I At the time that the research of Lin et al. [19801 was breakdown pulse component has been altered from that

done, scbsequent strokes were thought to have both lumi- given by/Lin et al. 119801 so as to be consistent with the
nosities (hence, by implication, currents) and return stroke measurements of Weidman and Krider (19781. The salient
velocities that were invariant %ith height (Schonland, 19561. paramete-s of the current used in the field calculations for
However, Jordan and Uman (1980) have since shown that the case of a constant breakdown pulse current are (I)
subsequent stroke initial peak luminosity varies markedly oreakdown pulse current: increase from 0 to 3 kA in 1.0 As,
with height, decreasing to half.value in less than I km above followed by a fast transition to a peak value of 14.9 kA at 1. 1
ground. The implication of this result is that the breakdown )&s, half value at 3.8 ps, and zero at 40 pAs; the breakdown
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Fig. 2. Current distribution for the model of Lin et al. [19801 in which the breakfdwn puise vuuot i: cr .-tant with
height. The constant velocity of the breakdown pulse current is v. Current Iroft! art shown at four dilterent times, it
through t,, when the return stxoke wavefront and the breakdown pulse current are at four different heights zI through z4,
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Return stroke current components at ground caklulated from measured electric and magnetic fields for a
typical subsequent stroke.

pulse current propagates upward with an assumed constant uniform and corona currents which are the same in the
velocity of I x 10' m/s, (2) uniform current: 3100 A, and (3) original and modified models. Hence it follows that ground-
corona current injected per meter of channel: ioe-zfz(e-aI based or distant airborne measurements cannot be used to
-e- '), with In = 21 A/m, X = 1500 m, a = 105 s- t , and b = test the validity of the model modification introduced here.
3 x 10' s- .The initial charge stored on the leader and 2. The abrupt field changes associated with the unatten-
lowered by the return stroke is 0.3 C. The channel length is uated breakdown pulse current reaching the idealized ends
7.5 km. In the modified version of the model we use a of the real and image channels [Uman el at., 19751 do not
breakdown pulse current whose amplitude decreases with occur when that pulse current is attenuated with height so
height as e-z " . with X = 1500 m; that is. the breakdown that it does not have an appreciable magnitude when it
pulse current decreases with height in exactly the same way reaches the channel end. As noted earlier, the fact that these
as does the corona current. All other parameters for the abrupt changes do not often occur in the experimental data
modified model are the same as those for the original model. (Lin et al., 19791 was one of the reasons for the proposed

Since both first and subsequent strokes probably have modification to the original model of Lin el al. 11980.
initial currents which decrease with height [Schonland, 1956; 3. At ranges less than about 200 m the horizontal electric
Jordan and Uman, 1980), and since the measured wave- and the magnetic field components above ground attain
shapes of first and subsequent stroke fields at ground level initial peak values at about the time at which the return
are qualitatively similar (Lin et al., 1979). one would also stroke breakdown pulse current is at the same altitude as the
expect the airborne subsequent stroke fields calculated using field point. The vertical electric field component undergoes a
the modified model to be qualitatively similar to airborne sharp decrease at this point. The maximum electric and
first stroke fields. magnetic fields are due to the charge and current, respective-

ly, associated with the breakdown pulse component at about
RESULTS the time of its closes' approach to the field point. The peak

Calculated vertical and horizontal electric fields are show, n electric field is essentially electrostatic, the peak magnetic
in Figures 4a and 4b, respectively, und calculated magnetic field essentially induction. The initial peak field present in
fields in Figure 4c. Solid lines represent the original model of measurements made beyond a few kilometers and associated
Lin el al. 119801 and dashed lines the modified version of the with the radiation field component of the breakdown pulse
model in which the breakdown pulse current decreases with current is present in the close electric and magnetic fields but
height. All zero times on the figures indicate the time at is small compared with the electrostatic and induction fields,
which the return stroke current originates at ground level, respectively. The effect of the decrease of the breakdown
The waveforms at the field points begin after the appropriate p ,Ise current with height is primarily to decrease the magni-
propagation time delay. The intersections of the slanted solid tude of the initial electrostatic and induction peaks.
lines with the horizontal dotted lines at various heights 4. At ranges less than about 200 m the vertical electric
indicate the times at which the return stroke wavefront field above ground is bipolar for the unattenuated pulse
passes those heights. A number of features of the calculated current due to the passage from below to above of the charge
waveforms are worthy of note: associated with the breakdown pulse current. As one moves

1. With the exception of the absence of the abrupt field farther away from the channel, is near the ground, or
changes associated with the end of the channel, the fields on considers a pulse which decays with height, this bipolar
the ground at all distances and the ficlds on the ground and in effect is reduced, On the ground near the channel the electric
the air beyond about 10 km are not much influenced by the field is always unipolar and of opposite polarity as compared
breakdown current pulse decrease with height. This is the to the initial bipolar field, since the charge motion is always
case because the initial parts of these field waveforms are at a height above that of the field point.
radiated by the breakdown current pulse while it is very 5. At ranges less than about 1 km the peak value of the
close to the ground an'd near its maximum amplitude, while horizontal electric field above ground is larger than the
later portions of the field wavcform are primarly due to the associated vertical electric field. The horizontal and vertical
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Fig. 4a. Cs:ulated vertical electric fields for a typical subsequent return stroke. The solid li, es represent the
original model in which the breakdown pulse current is constant with height; the dashed lines the modified model in
which it decreases with height,

fields above ground are roughly equal in peak magnitude in initiation of the return stroke at ground due to the curtent
the 3 km range, and the vertical field is larger beyond about flow prior to that t ,ne is unknown and hence is not incladed
10 km. in the calculated fields. In the work by Lin et al. 119801 the

6. At ranges greater than 10 km the magnetic field and initial field value was plo ted as zero, since the actual value
the vertical electric field are relatively weak functions of could not in general be determined from the type of measure:-
altitude, whereas the horizontal electric field increases ments made by Lin et al 119791.
roughly linearly with altitude. The magnetic field and the
vertical electric field are height independent as long as the
difference between the propagatien paths from the source DISCUSSION
dipole and its image is much less than the wavelength of the In this paper we have presented the first detailed estimates
highest significant frequency component of the electromag- of airborne electric and ,magnetic fields due to lightning. We
netic radiation from the source, a condition which is met to a have used the original model of Lin et al. (19801 r nd also a
reasonable approximation at a range of about 10 km at modified version based on observations of Lin et at. [1979)
altitudes below about 3 km for the current waveshapes used and of Jordan and Umon [1980]. 1 he new version of the
in the model. Hence measurements of distant magnetic and model (I) results in fields which do not exhibit abrupt U
vertical electric fields made simultaneously on the ground changes associated with the breakdown pulse current reach-
and in the air provide a simple means of calibrating the ing the top of the channel and (2) can be expected to produce
airborne measurements. an initial luminosity which decreases with he;jht above the

7. The initial nonzero value associated with the wave- ground. Though the individual currents which define the
forms, which can be clearly seen in Figures 4a. 4b, and 4c at, modified model are not unique (see discussion by Lin et al.
for example, 10 km. is due to the induction field from the 119801), it is likely that the total current, which results in
uniform current component (component 2 in the model) accurate prediction of ground-based fields and is consistent
assumed to exist at the time at which the breakdown pulse with (i) and (2) above, predicts airborne fields which are at
current is initiated at ground level. We associate the uniform least qualitatively correct.
current with the dart leader which preceeds the return We have modeled the return stroke channel as a straight
stroke. The electrostatic field value at the time of the vertical antenna. An actual return stroke channel is charac-
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Fig. 4b. Calculated horizontal electric fields for a typical subsequent return stroke. The ,olid lines represent the
oi.,jnal model in which the breakdown pulse current is constant with height; the dashed lines the modified model in
wh,,'h it decreases with height.

terized by tortuosity on a scale from less than I m to over I Available data on airborne field m,..:'- cments are limited
km (e.g., Evans and Walker, 1%3; Hill, 19681. Hill 11%91 to Ili,. observations of Pitts .nd Thomas [1l9bG' 'Ind of Baurn
and LeVine and Meneghini 11978], using simple models, ([19W]. Pitts and Thomas du not appear to have any data on
i ,%ve investigated the effects of channel tortuosity on distant return stroke fields. Baum presents airborne measurements
radi ition fields. LeVine and Meneghtni find that the wave- made on first and subseqttent return stroke electric and
form. ;:omputed for the cas, of a tortuous channel have finer magnetic fields. He gives ore typical first and one typicalstrctu v. than those for a straight channel, resulting in a subsequent return stroke electric field waveform. He does

frequency ;,ectrumn for the tortuous channel that has larger not, however, make an independent measurement of the
amplitude at ftequencies above about 100 kHz. Hill shows distance to the lightning flashes he records. Rather, he usesthat horizontal channel sections radiate significantly for the values of the observed airboie initial peak fields and the
frequencies above 20-3s kHz but does not compare the average observed values on the ground as a function of
radiation from horizontal cnnne sections with that from distance obtained by Lin eh ah. .19791 to estimate the range.
vertical sections. The effect of using a tortuous channel to We have shown i r this paper that the peak radiation fields
model the lightningd Weturn stroke fields at close range has for distances beyond about t km are about the same in the
abeen investigated by Pearlman [1979. agausing sil moemple air and on the ground. However, the comparison with
model. His results indicate that channel tortuosity has little average values of the fields on the ground as a function of
effect on the close fields. Since the peaks in the close electric distance can lead to range errors of two or three, since
and magnetic fields are due to the charge and current individual field values may differ from the average by this

respectively. associated with the breakdown pulse current factor [Lin et al., t"9791. If we do use D~aum's ranging(as discussed in (3) of the previous section), we suggest on technique, the subsequent stroke waveform he gives is at a
physical grounds that the general shapes of the close fields range of about 20 km. The aircraft was at an altitude between
should not be greatly different from those shown. However 3 km and 5 k. The measured airborne electric field is very
the peak fields at close range should occur at the time the similar to typical measured fields on the ground at th e
breakdown pulse reaches the point of closest approach to the range, as expected from e otheory presented in this paper.
field points and thus the distance of closest approach re- A test of the validity of the predicted fields and hence the
places the range in Figures 4a, 4b and 4c. model awaits measurement at close range of simultaneous
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Fig. 4c. Calculated magnetic fields for a typical subsequent return stroke. The solid lines represent the original
model in which the breakdown pulse current is constant with height; the dashed lines the modified model in which it
decreases with height.
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.Electric Fields Preceding Cloud-to-Ground
Lightning Flashes

WILLIAM BEASLEY, MARTIN A. UMAN, AND P. L RUSTAN JR.'

Department of Electrical Enlineering, Univrsity of Florida, Gainesrile, Florida 32611

We analyzed in detail the electric field variations preceding the first return strokes of 80 cloud-to-ground
lightning flashes in nine different storms observed at the NASA Kennedy Space Center during the summers
of 1976 and 1977. Th electric field variations are best characterized as having two sections: preliminary
variations and stepped leader. The stepped-leader electric-field change begns during a transitior period of
a few millise'onds duration marked by characteristic bipolar pulses. The durations of stepped leaders lie
most frequently in the range 6-20 milliseconds. We infer from our measurements and critical review of the
previous literature that there is only one type of stepped leader, not the tso types, 2 and P. often referred to
in the literature.

I rODUCTION speculation or presumptions about the processes giving rise to

Electric field variations preceding cloud-to-ground lightning the fields.

flashes have been the subject of numerous studies dating from In the paragraphs to follow, we describe the instrumentation

the earliest days of lightning research to the present. Some of and procedures we used to record, reduce, and analyze the

the more important results are reported in papers by Appleton electric field data for this study. Then we present examples of

and Chapman [1937], Schonland et al. [1938a], Chapman waveforms at various distances along with discussions of defini-

[1939], Malan and Schonland [1951], Pierce [1955), Kitagawa tions, subjective judgements, and possible biases, concluding

[1957], Clarence wnd Malan [1957], Kitagawa and Brook with the results compiled from the measurements of 80 flashes.

[1960), Krehbiel et al. [1979), and Thomson [1980). Unfortu- Next, we compare our results with those of previous studies,

nately, there is considerable confusion in the literature in the making, in the process, a first attempt at a synthesis that

terminology used to describe the observations and in the physi- comprises previous disparate views of the field changes preced-

cal interpretations of the data. In an attempt to improve mat- ing first-return strokes and that answers the questions raised in

ters, we analyzed in detail the electric fields preceding first- the paragraphs above.
return strokes of 80 cloud-to-ground lightning flashes from AcQUISITION AND REDUCTioN OF DATA
nine Florida thunderstorms to address the questions that usedno AN d e Ot DA t
follow. The systems we used to record the lightning electric fields

1. In the continually varying electric fields that occur and supperting data are shown in Figure 1. These were em-

during local thunderstorms are there ever, sometimes, or ployed by us at the Kennedy Space Center of the United States

always, characteristic preliminary variations that occur signifi- National Aeronautics and Space Administration during the

cantly in advance of stepped-leader field changes and which are Thunderstorm Resea-ch International Program (TRIP) (1976-

related to, or even causative precursors of, the eventual first 1978). For a description of TRIP, see Pierce [1976).
return strokes of cloud-to-ground flashes? In 1976 the system consisted of a flat-plate electric field

2. If so, what are the durations of the preliminary vari- antenna of area 0.2 m2 and an analog integrator (symbol I,, s
ations, and how does one distinguish those which may be for slow decay) with 3 dB bandwidth of about 0.03 Hz to 2

related to the succeeding cloud-to-ground flash from the other MHz. The sensitivity was switchable for close, intermediate, or

variations in electric fields which may occur continuously distant lightning (C, 1, D). The signals were recorded on an

during thunderstorms? instrumentation tape recorder on two channels: one FM

3. How does one identify the beginning of a stepped-leader channel with 3 dB bandwidth from 0 Hz to 20 kHz and one

electric field change? direct channel with 3 dB bandwidth from 300 Hz to 300 kHz.
4. What shapes do stepped-leader electric fields have at The electric field signals were ac-coupled to the direct channel

various nominal distances from lightning flashes? through a preamplifier with switchable gain.
5. What are the durations of stepped-leader field changes, In 1977 we used a similar system but with improved recorder

and do they vary with distance or storm? bandwidth and dynamic range. There were two flat-plate an-

6. Can we construct a coherent, inclusive description of the tennas having areas 0.2 m2 and 0.05 in', each followed by

phenomenology of electric fields preceding first return strokes integrators and amplifiers to provide four channels of electric

to help reconcile the disparate inferences of previous studies? field signals with approximate 3 dB bandwidth of 0.03 Hz to I

One of our primary concerns has been to separate, as much MHz with 80 dB dynamic range set to cover the range 4 V/m to

as possible, the description of electric field variations from 40,000 V/m. These signals were recorded in FM mode with
record-reproduce bandwidth from 0 Hz to 500 kHz (-6 dB).
Also, we recorded the signals from another electric field an-

Now at Air Force Ins453 ute of Tenoogy, Wright-Patterson Air tenna (integrator symbol f1.f for fast decay) on direct channels
Force Base, Ohio 45433 (3 dB bandwidth 400 Hz to 1.5 MHz) for the triggered oscillo-
Copyrnght C 1982 by the Americar. Geophysical Union. scope recording system used for other studies as described by

Paper number 2C0389. Lin et al. [1979].

0148-0227/82/002C-0389$5 00 In both years %e recorded thunder, time code, and electric
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Broadband Electric Field Recording Systems we had available to us the locations of VHF radiation sources step, an
1976 active during the stepped leader and a few millisecusids before. hundred

197G" 0 The principal purpose cf the case studies was to try to find a leader.,
TjM 771 stri Chr R /codw reasonably precise way to determine the beginning of the elec- point. tI

TAm f"  
x Fit 100 tiic field change attributable to stepped leaders; that is, to the prel,

A differentiate between preliminary processes occurring within There
fs - I " the cloud and the beginning of the motion toward earth of was no,

CID NC -. 2 significant quantities of charge. The locations of VHF radiation record%
T FM sources were obtained by the technique of Rustan [1979. and noisy se

4 Rustan et al. [1980], a computer-implemented time-series choice
analysis for determination of differences in time of arrival of ations.

" - VHF radiation pulses at four ground stations, coupled with a were al-

One 6 -- ow,r.t hyperbolic position-fixing program that calculated the source tric fie
locations from the differences in time of arrival. ground

1" - ated e%
ANALYSIS OF ELECTIC FIELD DATA easm a

Figl. a. Electric field recording system, 1976. Procedure was su
This su

On the waveforms of electric field for each flash, we chose the tempt i.
field on strip charts, on which observers' comments were writ- following measuring points according to criteria described process
ten. We searched these strip charts for cloud-to-ground flashes later: (1) the beginning of the preliminary variations; (2) the
for which time to thunder could be determined with little or no beginning of the stepped leader (and end of the preliminary Steppe
ambiguity to within about ± 1 s or less. This uncertainty in variations); (3) the return-stroke radiation field peak; (4) the Thot
time corresponds to an uncertainty in distance of about ± 30% end of the most rapidly changing portion of the electric field to whe
at 1 km and ±3% at 10 km. The result was a list of several change of the first return stoke; and (5) the 1,2, and 3 ms points prelims'
hundred flashes of which 30 survived the reduction and analysis of the return-stroke field cbange following the radiation field decisioi
procedures to be described next. peak. The points 1, 2, 4, 5 were measured with respect to the cases. I

To render the electric field signals recorded on magnetic tape time of occurrence of the radiation field peak of the return among
in a form suitable for analysis. we played back the tapes into stroke, (point 3), which is the most obvious, least ambiguous or all o
Biomation 805 digital waveform recorders. We set the wave- portion of electric field change records of cloud-to-ground in the I
form recorders to trigger on the first return stroke of each flash. lightning flashes when recorded with enough bandwidth to that th
We sometimes set the recorder to trigger on pulses preceding preserve significant variations that occur on a scale of microse- the rett
the first return stroke, and sometimes played the tape in reverse, conds. Since the preliminary variations, stepped leaders, and istic pu
triggering on the first return stroke, to obtain details of all the rapidly chang;.-, n3rtion of the return-stroke field changes and th,
significant portions of the field variations. We used both have durations of hundreds of milliseconds, tens of millise- limits
pretrigger and delayed-trigger mode,. and a variety of sample conds, and hundreds of microseconds, respectively, the time of simple
rates. We made permanent records of the field variations on occurrence of the return-stroke radiation field peak, measured from %
polaroid prints and/or strip charts, with an uncertainty of a few microseconds, is an excellent at con
The uniqueness of our data derives from its combination of reference point. For this study we were concerned only with the Schoni.

wide bandwidth, great dynamic range, and high time re- field variations up to and including the first return stroke of simple
solution. These features allowed us to eliminate some of the each flash. Subsequent strokes, even if preceded by a so-called field cl
ambiguities hindering past studies because we were able to dart-stepped leader, were no$ luled. distant
study a wide range of pulses and small-scale variations, in more The
detail, for longer intervals in data records, than ever before Preliminary Variations from t
possible. In the simplest cases there were no significant variations in good r
lI the course of this work we studied several cases for which electric field before the stepped leader, but often there was a form a'

electrt
Broadband Electric Field Recording Systems cords 1

5-20 1
1977 radiali

began

Aff~ FR 900is mar

2 FMg

• to #4009Oe~

fields
Fig lb. Electric field recording system, 1977. Chara,
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step, an abrupt change in slope, or a pule a few to a few of which are marked CP in Figure 2a, ame typically bipolar,
hundred milliseconds before the beginning of the stepped with initial excursion in the same direction as the succeedin
leader. If the electric field record had been quiet up to that return-stroke field chage, marked R& Total widths are be-
point, then it was relatively easy to label it as the beginning of twen about 20 and 100 ps in different cases, and they occur at
the preliminary variations. intervals of V-200 ps. We believe it reasonable to assume that

There were, however, numerous cases in which the decision thes pulses are probably the same as seen by Appleton and
was not easy. At one extreme were cases in which the field Chapman [1937] as the fine structure of the initial part of a
record was relatively quiet, but never for long enough between lightning flash electric field variation (see discussion later). They
noisy sections to allow much certainty as to which was the best are also possibly those called 'beta' leader pulses by Sdaonland
choice of point to call the beginning of the preliminary vari- et al. [1938a], and many others [for example, Kitagawa, 1957;
ations. At the other extreme were a few cases in which there and Kitagawa and Brook, 1960]. They are probably also the
were almost continuously occurring, relatively larg-sce dec- same as those seen to occur before first strekes by Weidman and
tric field changes (comparable in magnitude with doud-to- Krider[1979].
ground flashes) of both positive and negative polarity, punctu- The example shown in Figure 2 was especially interesting
ated every few seconds by cloud-to-ground flashes. In these because the envelope of VHF radiation showed clearly the
cases, an arbitrary, intuitive, intrinsically subjective decision same pulses as in the broadband electric field records, as shown
was made as to which point on the record to call the beginning, in P ngur 2b. The sources radiating the pulse located by the
This subjectivity must be taken into consideration if any at- technique cited earlier, were in the thunderstorm cloud at
tempt is made to draw too broad conclusions about discharge heights between about 4 and about 6 ki; that is, approxi-
processes from the data on preliminary variations. mately between the WC and - 10°C ambient air temperatures.

The occurrence of these pulses apparently marks a transition in
Stepped Leaders cl' Aracter of the VHF noise records and a shift in the average

Though still not always without ambiguity, the decisions as locations of active source regions from above to below the
to where in the field variations stepped leaders began and region between 4 and 6 km. Although a more extensive study or
preliminary variations ended were usually less difficult than the the significance of these characteristic pulses is necessary before
decisions as to where prelimmary variations began. In some we can draw firm conclusions, we believe it is reasonable to say
cases, there was no doubt. !n more complex cases we chose that these pulses probably signify a period of transition be-
among alternatives by using either, directly or indirectly, some tween preliminary discharge activity involving little net motion
or all of the following: (I) the occurrence of characteristic pulses of charge (PV) and the onset of the stepped leader (SL). It is
in the broadband electric field record at about the same time important to note that the 'preliminary breakdown' of Rstan
that the last electrotatic field change comparable in size with Jl979] and Rustan et al. [1980] is identified on the basis of the
the return strok- tsegan; (2) the occurrence of similar character- character of the VHF radiation and is not presumed to be
istic pulses in the envelope of VHF radiation at the same timu identical with the discharge processes that give nse to what we
and the behavior of the VHF radiation sources at that time; (3) have labeled 'preliminary variations' in the electric field re-
limits on shape and duration of field changes indicatcd by a cords, although there may be at least some portions of both
simple physical model consisting of a point source at height H, that are manifestations of the same processes. The character-
from which a uniform line charge extends vertically downward istic pulses such as those shown in Figure 2 appear, at least
at constant velocity toward a conducting earth [Malan amd some of the time, to mark the beginning of a period in the
Schonland, 1947; Uman, 1969]; and (4) limits, indicated by the electric field record during which there is no further major
simple physical model, on the ratio of stepped-leader electric discontinuity other than narrow pulses in the field change up to
field change to return-stroke electric field change at various the return stroke. We used this observation to provide general
distances. insight as to how to determine where the stepped leader began,

The guidance of the first and second, above, was derived so that, lacking other evidence, we take the beginning of the
from our study of six cases for which there were reasonably stepped leader at the earliest point after which there is no
good records of characteristic pulses in the electric-field wave- discontinuity or abrupt change in slope except in a f. w special
form at about the time of the beginning of the last significant cases in which that choice leads to violation of the third and
electrostatic field-change interval. We examined the field re- fourth requirements above.
cords for these cases with high time resolution for durations of A simple model for a leader can be constructed by postu-
5-20 ms. In the case illustrated in Figure 2, significant VHF lating a spherically symmetric charge source distribution cen-
radiation, called preliminary breakdown by Rustan [1979), tered at height H, from which a uniform line charge extends
began at about the same time as the preliminary variations in
electric field. The last millisecond of the preliminary variations
is marked PV in Figure 2a. The characteristic pulses, examples ___ ,_,,,__,___,

ILI

-.. w- -- ,5
UM, ( VHF

Fig 2a. Preliminary variation (PV) and stepped-leader electric
fields (SL) preceding a cloud-to-ground flash at II km distance. Fi& 2b. Comparison of VHF radiation envelope and broadband
Charactenstic pulses are labeled 'CP.' clctnc field records of'charactenstic' pulses.
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vertically downward at constant velocity v toward a conduc- cam than to pretend co lete objectivy and iadependeanm
ting ground plane. This model accounts for the effects of the from influence by the model prodictiom. We estimate that we
line charge (leader) a well as the decrease in charge at height H. used our expectation as to shape or ratio of leader and return-
Details may be found in Malan and Schoukad (1947] and strokePIdchaasovertly todeciebetwa twoalernative
Unman [1969]. The electric field change at the ground at any hoi *csor the starting point of a stepped leader in approui-
instant t at d"Ance D from the channel is mately 25-50% of the cases presated herein. For exampl the

I model pedict that stepped Waders basin their raisins at 5 Its
AI i ) / A )1 l1 height should haveelectricfieldchanges that start in the neg-

4xD 11(I + /tive direction when observed at diatanes up to about 7 km. For

(H -x)H 1 10 km height, the field change would start in the negative

D D (I +- H~iD1) 3 2 direction at distances up to about 14 kn. So in all cases we
I expect the leader of flashes at greater distances to start out

where x = H - vt is the height of the bottom of the line charge. nonegative. If the field variations preceding the first return
We expect this model to be a better approximation for distant stroke of a distant flash had an early negative-going portion
flashes, where branches and channel tortuosity have less effect and a later poitive one, this result caused us usally to choose
and local point discharge should not affect the measured fields. the latter of the two alternative points as the beginning 4 the
The extent of the effects of branching or of charge distributions stepped Weader. The model predicts that the net field change at as they

other than the uniform one postulated can be judlgd at least the end of the leader should be zero when HID - 1.27. For vey fre,

qualitatively by the ratio of leader field change to reu-stroke heights between 5 and 10 Im. we expect the net leader field as muc

field change at distances greater than about 30 km. The simple change to be near zero for distances between about 6 and 13 ground

model predicts the ratio will approach unity if we assume that km. This expectation caused us sometimes to pick the earlier of activity
the charge deposited on the channel by the leader, no more, no two alternative starting points, if it were negative-going, for minute
less, is removed by the return stroke. flashes in this range. The result, sItown later, that leader dur- pattern

Because of both physical variations and uncertainties in data ation is not apparn:tly dependent on distance, serves as a We I

analysis the observed ratio of leader and return-stroke field measure of evidence that our occasional use of model predic- are s
changes could differ from unity for distant flashes. For example, tions did not cause undue bias in the data. Also, if there were are sun"
failure of the return stroke to remove all the charve depsited significant horizontal extent of the leader channel, a discussed and all
uniformly on the leader would result in a ratio greater than by Krehbiel et al. [1979] and Thomson [19801 the use of this storm. I

unity. Even if all the charge were removed, a nonuniform simple model would be questionab. We believe that there such as
distribution on the leader could lead to a ratio greater or less were few, if any, such occasions in our data because the storms or the
than unity, if the distribution were weighted toward the bottom were mainly afternoon convective thunderstorms. We cannot start tir
or top. If, in addition to removing the charge depodted on the completely rule out the possibility, though. We deal with it wa th
channel by the leader, the return stroke ere to ower charge briefly in conjunction with the discussion of a few anomalous Table.:
from its source within the cloud as we!!, the ratio could be less results. distanc
than unity. Choice of a 'wrong starting point in field-change To make estimates of limits on leader durations, we assumed tendens
records for a leader could lead to an incorrect field-change the height of the leader-charge source could be between 6 and 72a
value. Choice of the'wrong' point for the cessation of the return 10 km as found in Jacobson and Krlder [1976]. If we take a about
stroke could lead to an incorrect return-stroke field-change leader velocity between I x 105 m s-I and 3 x 10 m about:
value, although this can be avoided in most cases by taking the s -[Unan, 1969] and assume a straight vertical channel, we
return-stroke field-change value after the field has stopped obtain estimates of stepped-leader durations from 2 to 100 ms.
changing appreciably, usually by 2 or 3 ms after the return If we asume that the first-stroke charge source height falls
stroke starts, as our results will show. Furthermore, a measured toward tb- lower end of the range, say 6 km, and a typical
ratio of unity for distant flashes might occur sometimes as a velocity of 1.5 x 10' m s- I [Umax, 1969], then we would
result of a combination of the effects described above even if the expect the most frequtnt value of duration to be about 40 ms.

assumption regarding the model were not satisfied. All of these This compares favorably with the results in Table 3. 4

possibilities imply that we should exercise caution in our draw- Return Strokes
ing conclusions from the occurrence or lack of occurrence of a
unity ratio. Nonetheless, we felt compelled to examine the ratio After the initial radiation field peak, the electric field chanes t
ci leader and return-stroke electric field changes for a large of return strokes in the range of distances we are considerin& j
number of distant flashes if for no other reason than to com- G-20 ki, exibit a relatively steep sope that gradually deeases

pare with previous results. for, say, 50-400 as, then usually exhibits a more abrupt de-

The model predicts particulai :hapes of leader field changes crease in slope, a sort of 'knee,' after which the field increases

and ratios of leader and return-stroke field changes as a func- only relatively gradually for an additional milisecond or so. In

tion of distance and also provides some estimates of limits on most cases the field does not increase by more than a few

durations, based on assumption of leader velocities. In the case percent after 2 or 3 ms. For use in calculations of the ratio of

of shapes and ratios, the extent to which the model appears to the electric fields of the leader and return stroke, we measured

fit is dependent especially on the choices of starting points for the time of occurrence of the 'knee' and the value of the return-

stepped leaders and the end value of return-stroke field stroke field change at the'knee' and at 1, 2, and 3 Ins.

changes. But, since we have in mind the shapes and ratios RESULTS
predicted by the model, we cannot avoid at least a subcon-
scious influence by our expectations on the choices we make. It Preliminary' Variations

therefore seemed better, and more direct, consciously to use the We were unable to discern any particular significance in the
predicted shapes and ratios as arbiters in otherwise ambiguous variety of shapes, sizes, and durations of preliminary variations Fig 3.
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TABLE 1. Star mes f Preimia y Variatioss

storm~ Pasedst Latest Mmn Dvistme. me"., Numb"r of mods.
Yewr Day us IRS *s INS Events us
76131 290 211 M0 1 60 5
76195 4 11.5 75 102 40 13
76201 so 14 40 16 40 5
76203 100 11.5 42 37 -19 4
77203 ISO 120 135 21 - 2
7721 M7 22 92 64 65 26
7712A 500 130 369 141 430 7
77212b 270 56 141 76 035 12
77220 60 11 21 19 14 6

overall Soo) I I 1l1 66 65 so 60-70

Mdhffseconds before first retirn stroke.

as they appeared in our measurements other thans that there is duration greater than 30-m was in that storms. Also, nose that:
very frequently some discarg activity in thunderstorm dlouds all the preliminary variatios on Mtom day 77220 bed rdm.
as much as a few hundred milliseconds before a dloud-to- tively short, sometimes zero, duratiost. Whether the apparma
ground flash. Sometimes there is almost continuous discharg dependence on storm day is evidence for Wst physical mecha-
activity for long periods of time, minutes up to many tens of nism or is a result of unknown biases in data analys* is Past
minutes, with a cloud-to-ground flash every few seconds. Any dear. It is dear from Table I that the preliminary variations
pattern that might exist has eluded us. most frequently began approximiately 60-70 - before the

We assigned a start time (that is, a number of milliseconds return stroke. About as many soared more tha 6S.ms before
before the return stroke) to each preliminay variation. These the return stroke assdartedkInsthan 6Sms bforit.Mot
are summarized in Table 1, and plotted in Figure 3. In Figure 3 frequently the preliminary variations hate bewee -0 and 20
and all succeeding plots, we use a separate symbol for each ins before the return stroke. The median duration was about 42 '
storm. In the table and figure to follow, the five-digit numbers ms. We assigned Start times to 50 preliminary variation but
such as 76181are the year and Julian day. After the start timne durations to only 79 because we cauld not dtrnewith
for the preliminary variation had been chosen, we chose the confidence the sturt time ofone stepped leader.
start time for the stepped leader. The difference in the two times i eLae
was the duration of the preliminary variation, summarized in St Pped Ldes
Table 2. In Figure 4 we have plotted these durations versus It appears that the preliminary variations end and stepped
distance. The apparent start times and durations show some leaders begin during a transition period of a few millisecond
tendency to be dependent on the particular storm in which thi- during which certain characteristic bipolar Pulse appear in the
flashes occurred. Note that all but one of the events from storm broadband electric field record and also in the anvelope of
77212a were assigned start times and durations greater than 30-50 MHz radiation. Though we have examined only sixcasm
about 200 ins and that all but one event assigned a start time or in sufficient detail, we believe that these pulses are probably

So-W Ww 1 1 1- 1-

£ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 1,6 6A 765.

U00 SM1640- ?i

*01 - too

00 to0 0 2

DITNE k ITNCk

Fix 3.Satmbfr.eunsrke fpeiiayvrain n Fi.4 uaino 0biayv'hto n*cfcfd rcdn

elcti fild asfnto*fdsac n ysom tpe aea ucino itne ysom
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TABLE 2. Durations of Peliminary Variations

Standard
Storm Loag, Shortest, Mean, Deviation, Median, Number of Mode,

Year Day Ins ms as Ins s Events Is

76181 258 IS 79 101 42 5
76195 373 0 61 96 30 13
76201 34 II 24 10 -26 4
76203 52 0 24 22 -22 4
77203 90 0 45 64 - 2
77211 240 0 61 59 39.5 26
77212a 484 123 349 137 400 7 Fig. 7.
77212b 254 38 126 77 114 12 (cose') di
77220 53 0 12 20 -5 6 tion of atI

Overall 484 0 90 115 42 79 0-20 Of steppe'

present in all cases. They may sometimes be small and difficult are presented in Figures 5 and 6. They are similar in all respects
to observe because of a high noise level, or insufficient sensiti- to those of Livingston and Krider [1978, Figure I 1]. The closer
vity, for example. However, until a thorough study of the one was at 300 m, had a duration of 6 as, and a net electric field
,'ccurrence of the pulses and of the VHF radiation source change of -41,5M V/m. The ratio offield changes ofthe leader
locations dqring their occurrence h's been completed, we hesi- and return stroke 3 ms after the beginning of the return stroke
tate to state categorically that they are always present or to was -0.91. The other flash was at 500 m, had duration of 9 ns,
speculate too much as to their physical significance. Although it net electric field change of - 39,000 V/a, and leader to return-
is not yet completely clear whether they should be considered stroke ratio of - 1.05. We note that -these field-change values
part of the stepped leader or of the preliminary variations, and are about 10 times as great as the threshold for point discharge Fig. 8.
since the matter is perhaps primarily one of definition, we have at the ground. We are assuming that any resulting space charge ('near intc
decided to be consistent with earlier definitions, from the time will have negligible effect on the measured field-change values to conven

of Appleton and Chapman [1937] onward, which have the on these time scales. We have chosen to call stepped leaders beginning

stepped leader begin with the onset of pulses. Another reason having this general shape 'dose.' The slope of the electric field is
for this is that although the pulses sometimes start to occur always increasing up to the time of the return stroke. The most
before the slow field change, they also tend to continue into the distant example of a field change having this shape in our data
early part of it, so that it is reasonable to believe that they have set, other than a special case (discussed later and illustrated in
something to do with the beginning of earthward transfer of Figure 17) is shown in Figure 7. The flash was at 3.9 km. The
significant amounts of charge. field change had a duration of 26 ms, a net value of - 540 V/m,

The 79 stepped leaders we analyzed in detail fall into either of and a leader to return-stroke ratio of - 0.41.
two categories: about 70-80%, which could be matched reas- The next most distant, clearly identifiable, group of wave-
onably well in shape, duration, and size, by the simple model forms we have chosen to call 'near intermediate.' The electric
discussed earlier; and about 20-30%, which could not. Those field changes start like those in the previous group, but then Fig. 9(nelar mint
that fall roughly within bounds set by the model and that form have decreasing slope up to the time of the return stroke. The to €onvet
groups of similar shapes within ranges of distance we will call field change may level off or even begin to go in the positive begnnnt
'representative' and will illustrate with examples of real wave- direction, but the net change for this group is always at least
forms in Figures 5-15. We will discuss special cases separately, slightly negative. The closest example of such a shape is shown
In each figure the asterisk marks the time chosen as the be- in Figure 8. The flash occurred at 1.2 km., had field change
ginning of the stepped-leader electric field change. The reason duration of 11.5 ms, field change of -6600 V/m, and ratio
for the choice may not always be evident from the data in the -0.46. The most distant example of a stepped leader with a
figure. The direction and scale of electric field change are shown shape in this class was at 7 kn, shown in Figure 9. The duration
to the left. The time scale is shown at lower right. The Julian was 40 ms, the field change - 820 V/m, and the ratio -1.1.
day, time (UT) and distance to the ground strike point are There is some question as to whether this example should be
shown along the top. treated as a special case because of the large negative ratio of

The two closest stepped-leader electric field changes studied leader and return-stroke field changes, but none of the 'objec- Fig. 10
tive' criteria cited above could be invoked to interpret the data ('near intt

otherwise. It is definitely a borderline case. A more nearly to conver

e4 9 17 76106 7 6 be gin n in t

El "t1l -,, 77- o,-
I +4.1++H.II I

s20m %i IHrd H

: IF' .11 h I i II: '

4 14

Fig. 5. Stepped-leader electric field change of a flash at 300 m Fig. 6. Stepped-leader electric field change of a flash at 500 m Fig. 1I
('close') distance. Arrow indicates 'positive' field according to conven- ('close') distance. Arrow indicates 'positive' field according to conven. intermed
tion of atmosph:ric electncity EUman, 1969]. Asterisk marks begiihning tion of atmospheric electricity [ Uman, 1969). Asterisk marks beginning conventi
of stepped leader. of stepped leader. beginnin
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~~o ' ~ Fig 12. Stepped-leader electric field chang-6 f a flasb at 7.9 km ('ar
intermediate) distance Arrow indicates *poutive field according to

Fig. 7. Stepped-leader electric field change of a Rus at 39 a convention of atmospheric eericity Uui, 191] Asterisk marks

Cclose) distance. Arrow indicates 'posutive' "eld according to cooven- beginin oftpe ledr

tion of atmospheric electricity (Union. 1969]. Asterisk marks beginning
cistepited leader. typical example of field change in this group is shown in Figure

10. which is for a flash at 5.1 km, with leader duration of 26 ms,
net electric fied cha of about -160 V/rn, and ratio -025.

The next group of field changes we call 'ar intmediW
755W 11kmThey have relatively small net change, which may be either

sul 1., slightly negative, wro, or slightly positive. The starting point of
Sthes is more difficult to determine because the change in slope

iery gradual and the initial field change may be either

positive or negative though the magnitude of the net change is
small, the magnitude of maximum field change may be upto

Fig. S. Stepped-leader electric field change of a flash at 1.2 km about one f that of the return stroke, and will likely be
('near intermediatel distance. Arrow indicates 'positive field accoring negative if the initial slope is negative. If not negati, then the
to convention of atmospheric electricity tUynn 199]. Asterisk Mils maximum magnitude will likely be the same as the net field
beginning or stepped leader. change at the end of the leader. The closest example of this

category is shown in Figure 11, a Rh that occurred at 3.9 km.
The duration was 12 ns. the net electric field change was about

Mil I" 7k + 100 V/in, and the ratio was +0.03. The most distant example
of these was at about 8km with duration of 58 ns, net field

T4]I V1 change of about +160 V/m, and ratio +0.36. It is shown in

mV/ ( I Figure 12. It would not have been included in this class except
7 7that it clearly started in the negative direction and had a
Sonegative maximum. Perhaps a better example of this class is in

Figure 13, at 6.5 kn, with 19 ms duration, net field change of
Fig. 9. Stepped-leader electric field change of a flash at 7.0 km about -440 V/i, and ratio - 0.02.

('near intermediate') distance. Arrow indicates 'positive' field according The last group of field changes we call 'distant.' In thes cases
to convention of atmospheric electricity [Unwi, 1969]. Asterisk marks te i el cage strt in he te die as fa ae
beginning ofstepped leader. change te in the pos etia s f as

can be determined within the limits of the noise level, and ends
with a net positive value. In general the slope is always incireas-
Tal drtoing, as in very close cases, the difference being that the field

t 721 change is always in the same direction as the return stroke. The

at 4J~f~$.~ closest example of this class is shown in Figure 14. It occurred
o n .. _.4. of ts w at 5.3 km. had duration of 23 is, net field change of +280 V/r,

T l hand leader-to-return-stroke ratio of +0.24. The example in
- 7Figure 15 is a nearly ideal one in the 'distant' class. The flash

was at 11.4 km, the duration of the stepped leader was 25 ns,

Fig. 10. Stepped-leader electric field change of a flash at 5.1 km the net field change was + 170 V/, and the ratio was +0.51.
(*near intermediate') distance. Arrow indicates 'positive' field according
to convention of atmospheric electricity [Unom, 1969]. Asterisk marks
beginning of stepped leader. Mi lor s e km,

at. 10

Fig 11 Stepped -leader electc field change of a flash at 3.9 kml ('ar Fig.13. Stepped-leader electric field change ofa flash at 6.5 km ('ar
intermediate') distance. Arrow indicates 'positiv' field according to intermediate') distance. Arrow indicates 'positive field according to
conmenton or atmospheric electricity (Uman, 1969). Asterisk marks convention of atmospheric electricity (Uman. 1969). Asterisk marks
beginning of stepped leader. beginning of stepped leader.
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Fig. 14. Stepped-leader electric field change of s flash at 5.3 km IISUR

('distant) distance. Arrow indicates 'positive" field according to conva- I K M 4K"" .4 Fig. I.S
tion of atmospheric electricity [Uman. 1969]. Asterisk marks beginning
of stepped leader. L r

duration.,

This example also illustruies a case in which the decision ,vo- 'FAR INTEI MDIATVE" or charac

cesses discussed previously were used to choose the starting 4 KM" K study.

point for the stepped leader as shown and not at the point hi r with dur:

the preliminary variations 10-15 ms earlier. Examination of the sgt 22.
field record on a larger scale showed that there were significantr' We see t

variations as much as 250 ms before the return stroke. Approxi- 22.5

mately 75% of the cases at distances greater than 5.3 km and VMA. another

100% of the cases at distances greater than 9.5 km fit in the 7 K M o.+( vided in
that 50%

'distant' class. That there are no sharp boundaries in distance duration

range between classes as we have defined them here is not rtihe n(

surprising. That real waveforms, from lightning at distances Te ai
that are uncertain because of uncertainties in thunder range, o 0 I The lar,
with tortuous tilted channels, possibly variable velocities, and Fig. 16. Reperesentative shapes of steppd-leader electrc field changes V m- ,
possibly nonuniform change distributions should be sus(rptible in four distance categories. Note that categories overlap, measurt
of even this much classification is perhaps the surprising result. figure at

To summarize our findings with regard to leader shapes at
various distances, we have drawn, in Figure 16, a set of 'rep-
resentative' leader field changes, normalized with respect to could cause thunder range to over-estimate the distance. This
duration and return-stroke field-change size. The shapes shown example and a few others like it remain enigmatic
for the close and distant categories were attained more often to In Figure 18 we show the most unusual and difficult to
better approximation than those in the intermediate ranges. interpret case included in our study. The flash occurred at 9.5

As mentioned previonsly, about 25% of the waveforms did km and had a stepped-leader electric field change lasting 16 ins.
not fit well the patternb to be expected from the simple model. The net field change of the leader was zero. As a result, its ratio
One such case is shown in Figure 17. The distance, 4.4 km, is to return-stroke field change was zero. This example accounts
very well known because in addition to thunder range, there for the one case of zero net field change and ratio at distance
was a closed-circuit television image available. The channel greater than 7.5 km to be seen in Figures 22 and 23.
appeared to be fairly straight, with no apparent branches in the We have plotted the durations of 79 stepped-leader field
direction of the measurement location. The net field change of changes versus distance in Figure 19 with a different symbol for
- 2360 V/m is 2-20 times larger than that of other flashes at each storm. We define duration as the time interval between the
similar distances. The duration, 120 ms, is quite long, in fact, start time of a leader and the beginning of the return stroke. We
the longest in the data set. The ratio of leader to return-stroke believe this plot shows that the measurements were not dis.
field changes is - 1.1, as the shape shows, normally attributable tance dependent, as might have been the ase if our measure-
only to very close flashes. It is easy to see that a flash striking mnmdts had been limited by low signal-to-noise ratio or if our
ground at a distance greater than the height from the measur- use of model predictions had biase the data. The plot also
ing station to a herizontal portion of the channel could give a shows that all~o; n there is, as might be expected, a tendency
thunder range that is less than the true distance to the ground for a number of events from one storm to occur at about the
strike point. It is more difficult, but not impossible, to conjec- same distance, the stepped-leader held-change durations for
ture that effects of temperature gradients or wind gradients these events are spread over a fai-ly wide range. We believe,

therefore. t.at, in contrast with preliminary variations, the

7712 1 llAkin 7 1n 4Akin

170 I 6 01i

10 m

Fig. IS. Stepped-leader electric field change of a flash at 11.4 km 100 t
('distant') distance. Arrow indicates 'positive' field according to conven- M Fig.
tion of atmospheric electricity [Uman, .969). Asterisk marks beginning Fig. 17. Stepped-leader electric field change of a flash at 4.4 km functio
of stepped leader. distance (special case). greater
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Fil. 1. Stepped-leader field change of a fash at 9.5 km distance
(special case

durations of stepped leaders are not dependent on storm type
or character, at least not strongly enough to be observed in this 0 .
study. 0 120I30 40 4650 56 5 ?07 S6

The leader durations in Figure 20 and Table 3 show none O,, ,e, -
with duration less than 2.8 ms. From the histogram in Fig. 20
we see that the most frequent vlues lay between 2.5 ms. and Fig. 20. Frequency-of-occurrente distribution for stepped-leader dur-

22.5 ms. The durations are tabulated, by storm, in Table 3. Still ations.

another view of stepped-leader field-change durations is pro-
vided in Figure 21, showing the cumulative distribution. Note cussed previously. From this figure it is clear that the net field
that 50 had duration greater than 18 ms and only 25% had change was never positive at distances less than about 3.5 kin,
duration greater than 30 ns. never negative at distances greater than 7.5 kin, and either

The net electric field changes of 78 stepped leaders are plot- negative, positive, or zero between about 3.5 km and 7.5 kn.
ted against distance (thunder range), by storm, in Figure 22. Note again the one caie in which the net field change was zero
The largest net negative field change we measured was -41,500 at a distance greater than 7.5 km. which appears at 9.5 km and
V m -  at 0.3 km. The largest net positive field change we results from t eXnple of Figure I8.
measured was + 1250 V m- I at 7.5 kin. Also shown in the We have prepared Table 4 to compare various estimates of
figure are the distances covered by the classes of shapes dic- stepped-leader duration. Our results are in reasonably good

agreement with the others for the shortest and most frequent
durations. There is a greater disparity among results for maxi-
mum duration. Our results fall toward the shorter values. We
believe the greater disparity may represent both possible physi-
cal differences in lightning at various locations and times and

40- •likely differences in definitions, measurement techniques, and
subjective decisions in data analysis. Others may have included

* more of what we have called 'preliminary variations' in the
35 measurements of stepped leaders.

£ • Returr frokes

3o ' In Table 5 we have summarized the measured duration of
* * • return-stroke field changes at the end of the most rapidly
v 0 changing portion, or 'knee.' We used the values of field change

25 P STOW at these points and at 1, 2, and 3 ms after the fast rise to initial
SYMOL YR DA peak to calculate the ratio of the stepped-leader field change

V y6 IS and the return-stroke field chnein eachcae nes ratiosar

20- 8, plotted in Figures 23a, 23b, 23c, and 23d against distance and
70 by storm. In addition, the ratios of stepped-leader field change

0 * 77212. and return-stroke field change measured at approximately 3 ms
1 0 ** 772I20 for 97 flashes in the range 20-50 km plotted in a histogram at

*S • * 77220

•* 'cIocNs the right of Figure 23d. They are shown on that figure because0 TWO EVW.NS
V Y V "" A aSA they correspond most closely with the data for return-stroke

10• measurement at 3 ms. In 68 cases for which the measured ratio
0 • *of leader to retu,'n-stroke field change at 1, 2, and 3 ms was

' * *' *• available, 19% .bad the same ratio at all three times, 37% had
the same ratio at 2 and 3 ms, and 44% had a change of a few
percent between 2 and 3 ins. Also shown ir. the figures are
curves of the leader to 'eturn-stroke ratio predicted by the

0 .. .... . ... ,... simple physical model, for H = 5 km and H = 10 km. That
0 1o 20 more of the observed ratios fit between the two curves at 2 and

DISTANCE, k 3 ms and that there is little change between 2 and 3 ms, both in
the ratios and in the number of them that fall between theFig. 19. Durations of stepped-leader electric field changes, iii

function of d;stance, by storm, 0-40 is. Ni;e cases, with duration curves, we believe to be a good indication that within 2-3 ms
greater than 40ins,art not shown. Pfter the beginning of the return stroke practically all of the
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TABLE 3. Durations of Stepped Leaders
Standard

Storm Longest, Showiest. Mean, Deviation, Median, Number of Mode,
Year Day ns s ms ins ms Events ms

76181 36 10 21 12 13 5
76195 30 5 14 8 12 13
76201 36 3.4 16 15 12 4
76203 48 2.8 19 20 12 4
77203 120 60 90 42 - 2
77211 78 5 31 20 26 26

77212a 30 7 20 7 20 7
77212b 34 8 21 8 I8 12
77220 14 7 9 3 9 6
Overall 120 2.8 27 15 Is 79 6-20

charge that is going to be removed from the channel has been number of leader/return-stroke ratios without the high time
removed. Occasionally, in cases with continuing currents, the resolution required in the painstaking analysis previously de-
electric field value would continue to increase significantly after scribed. To do this, we played the instrumentation tape into an -'

2 or 3 ms, but the charge source in these cases is probably oscilloscope with horizontal sweep off, and exp-osed moving
within the cloud and not from the charge deposited on the film to give equivalent time resolution of about 40 ms/mm. This
channel by the leader. Many of the cases for which the ratio fell was sufficient for us to make measurements, with approxi-
outside the model limits were for distances closer than about 5 mately 1-2 ms resolution, of the leader/return-stroke ratio for a
km distance, with the observed ratio more negative than the large number of distant flashes in a short time. We did this for
theoretical and often of greater than unity magnitude, a con- 97 flashes from storms on Julin days 193, 196, 203, and 209 f Fig. 22end vaiuw
dtion not allowed by the model. Apparently similar results have 1977 at ranges of approximately 20-50 kin, as determined from by storm
been reported in Jacobson and Irider [1976] and Livingston the real-time display of lightning sources of VHF radiation on
and Krider [ 1978]. LDAR [Lennon, 1975], the WSR-72x radar at Kennedy Space

The precision of measurements of starting and stopping Center, the AFETR weather radar at Cape Kennedy AFS, and charged
times of various portions of the discharge has a direct bearing visual observation. The results are plotted on the right side of not inco

on the hypotheses we can entertain about physical processes of Figure 23d. The mean value for ratio of leader and return- studies.
breakdown and the stepped leader. However, for distant flashes stroke field changes at distances greater than about 20 km was
the ratio of stepped-leader and return-stroke field changes is 0.8 ± 0.3, not far from the ideal value of unity for the simple
not strongly dependent on the precision with which we choose physical model discussed earlier. These results also .gree with Our stu
the start time of the leader and end time of the return stroke, those of Schonland et al. [1938a] for 26 first leaders of a type lightnin
since for them there is not much change in the field before the and 46 subsequent Itiders altogether giving a most frequent charactt
beginning of the stepped leader (usually) or after about 3 ms ratio of one, with 85% between 0.3 and 3. Though not in any variatio
after the return stroke. Therefore, we could measure a large sense a proof that leaders are, on the average, uniformly is mark

charactt
fields
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o As far as we can tell, the first obs:.'vations relevant to our
0 work were reported in a paper by Appleton and Chapman

+ 3100• [19371. Their measurement systems had frequency response
# L from abou: 0.5 Hz to about 100 kHz. The main observation of

0 interest to us are reproduced here iis Figures 24 and 25. Figure
0 Is 20 24 shows a ty. ical variation of electric field during a single

I- • 57ANE, k cloud to ground lightning flash, thought to be at a distance of
4 " M about 3 km. The 'a' portion of the variation was attributed to

S-A. TC ,O the stepped leader. The pulses in the fine structure illustrated in
- 6000 ,. 1, Figure 25 appear to be the same as we see and have discussed
-o 7620 previously. We called them 'characteristic pulses.' Appleton and

A ' 772 Chapman believed these pulses were the result of branching
-- 1TZ

- U 772126 and the discontinuous nature of *he first (stepped) leader as* 772121

20ooo I shown in photographs in the paper by Schonland et at [ 1935].
CIM ewos r ENTS Reproduced here in Figure 26 is part of a table in whichime p ee, m,,o, Of S4 11 SAW

ime nwdcto oO"Tts Appleton and Chapman gave typicai shapes of field variation at
de- [ =various distances. We believe there must have been a systematic
an - 8oo0 error in their distance estimates for the close cases. The lack of a

ing negative-going excursion at the beginning suggests the flashes
ohis must have been mo ; likely at 10 km than at 3-5 km. Perhaps

Jxi- -42000 the distances were -stimated by time to thunder, which we
.)r a . .. noted earlier to be especially susceptible of under-estimation, It

for is also possible, but improbable because of lack of later similar
) of Fig. 22. Net stepped-leader electric field change (difference between findings, that the negative charge centers from which the lea-
om end value and starting value of electric field) as a function of distance, ders emanated were very much lcwer, say at 1 or 2 km above
on by storm. Polarity according to convention of atmospheric electricity. ground, than has been found normally in work subsequent to

ace theirs, including our own. Nonetheless, their figures serve to
nd charged, for the many reasons cited earlier, at least the result is show that some 45 years ago the main features of the leader
-of not inconsistent with that possibility or with results of previous field change preceding first strokes had been observed, includ-
rn. studies. ing the pulses we call 'characteristic' at the beginning of the
;as field change.
pie SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, AND LITERATURE REVIEW A closely related paper by Schonland (1938], the fourth part
ith Our study of electric field records preceding cloud-to-ground of a series on 'progressive lightning,' is apparently the first to
pe lightning flashes has led us to conclude that the record is best make distinction between two classes of stepped leader. On the
•nt characterized as having two major divisions, the preliminary basis of photographic records, the most frev4uently occurring
ny variations and the stepped leader. The division between the two type (70%), labeled type a, was that for which the observed
,ly is marked by a period of a few milliseconds during which velocity (of luminosity) was fairly regu!ar. Schonland stated

characteristic bipolar pulses appear in the record of electric that the a leaders were associated with the type of fiueld-change
fields variations. These pulses are probably the same ones records described by Appleton and Chapman. The second type
reported by previous investigators at the beginning of 'P type' of leader appearing in the photographs, labeled type P, oc-
stepped leaders. Furthermore, our results and a review of the curred in about 30% of the cases discussed, and had fast, bright,
literature lead us to believe that there is only one type of initial stages, followed by a slow final stage essentially like the a
stepped leader, not two, o, and f, as widely believed. We suspect type. Schonland noted that their field-change records showed
that 0he two types are really just extreme cases of the variability effects similar to the luminous behavior. The field changes he
in one phenome.,., attributed to type fP leaders began with a large, rapid field
We now review the variety of disparate views, theories, and change, with 'abnormally large' superimposed pulses (presumed
conjectures to be found in the published literature pertaining to by him to be due to steps) and ending with a small, slow field
electric fields preceding first return strokes. We believe this change showing no observable pulses. If he thought the pulses
review supports our unifying hypothesis that the observed vari- 'abnormally large,' he must have seen smaller ones ;n other
ety can be explained within a single consistent framework. cases, including, we presume, the cases of type a stepped lead-

TABLE 4. Durations of Electric Field Change of Stepped Leaders

Number of Distance Duration, ms System
Reference Flashes Range, km Minimum Maximum Mode Frequency Response

Schonland et at. [1938a] 69 0-24 0-3 66 9-12 30 Hz to 20 kHz
Pierce 11955) -340 40-100 0-20 525-550 20-40 -I Hz to 4 kHz
Clarence and Malan (1957] 234 0-80 6 442 - 0 Ht to 300 kHz
Kitagawa [1957] 41 0-IS 8 89 20-30 0 Hz to 100 kHz

or 300 kHz
Kitagawa and Brook [1960] 290 - 0-10 210 10-30 I Hz to I MHz
Thomson (1980] 53 6-40 -4 -36 - 0.1 Hz to 7.2 kHz
This study 79 0-20 2.8 120 6-20 0.03 Hz to 300 kHz

or 1.5 MHz
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TABLE 5. Durations of Retur.-Stroke Electric Field Change (To End of Most Rapidly Changing
Portion)

Standard
Storm Longest, Shortest. Mean. Deviation. Median, Number of Modes,

Year Day 14s ps p As Ps Events As

76181 160 60 112 46 100 S
76195 400 50 219 128 210 12
7W_" 400 120 260 200 - 2
W, Q. 400 400 400 - I

r&s - - - - - 0 o
77211 900 135 462 333 -250 3
77212a 600 200 313 136 260 7
77212b 1000 200 406 236 350 12
77220 230 ISO 195 34 200 6

Overall 1000 50 238 203 240 48 200. 400
Q

ers. Citations of this paper have tended, we believe, to overlook km. Chapman cites the photogiaphic results of Schonland, -
this implicit observation and instead make an unwarranted Malan, and Collens iht support of the identification of the 'a
leap to the assumption that a type leaders had no pitises at the portion of the field change with the stepped leader. It is not t "15

beginning, clear whether he belie-ved that the assertion of correspondence U
The next important treatr int of the stepped-leader problem was based on a direct comparison or not, but in any case, it is

was the fifth in the series on 'progressive lightning' by Schon- easy, almost inevitable for the reader to infer that they were. He -2

land et al.[ 1938a]. It was concerned with combined photogra- again notes the occurrence of the characteristic pulses at the
phic and electric field observations. We have reproduced here beginning of the field change and infers, we believe erroneously, -3C

in Figures 27 and 28, their Figures 2 and 4. It is clear from that they are due to radiation from the successive steps of the
Figure 2 of the preceding paper by Schanland [1938] that the stepped leader. Our interpretation is that the characteristic
line along !he top of the B part of Figure 28 is intended to pulses occur for a couple of milliseconds at the beginning of

represent the cloud base. It is also clearly implicit in the figure leader field changes and therefore will likely have stopped by
that the field change begins with the emergence beneath the the time the leader becomes visible bciow cloud base. Chapman
cloud of the visible stepped leader. This picture, we believe, may further remarks that the nature of the field variations leading 25
have led to confusion in the literature regarding the correlation up to the first return stroke is diverse, noting that the pulsations
in time between visibe leader phenomena and electric field were quite often very feeble or absent. Perhaps they were below .20
records. Figure 28, ost,.nsibly of the f type leader field change, the noise level of the system, or were masked by noise from
also contains the implicit assumption that the beginning of the other discharges in the cloud. It is interesting that he describes
electric field change of tne leader and the emergence of lumin- a mechanism for the pulses that accounts for variations in 13
osity beneath the clotd occur at the same time. Yet careful relative size of pulses with respect to the electrostatic change, as ..0

reading of the text shows that the drawings reproduced here as a function of distance, but did not invoke the mechanism to
Figures 27 and 28 were based not on correlated electric field explain, at least to some degree, the fact of feebleness or absence
and luminosity observations but, rather, on similarity of dur- of pulses in some cases. Almost certainly such an argument
ations of field changes and photographically observed lumi- could be constructed, based on distance dependence and a
nous phenomena. For reasons similar to those cited in our own range of variation in pulse amplitude. Chapman reiterated the -0

data analysis, principally because of the influence of noise attribution of the characteristic pulses at the beginning of the
thresholds on the electric field records and height of cloud base slow, steady, leader field change to the step process and gave
on the photographs, such indirect comparisons can lead to the interval between pulses as 30 AS to 100us.,,
erroneous conclusions. There were no direct correlations be- Malan and Schonland (1947] presented the results of direct
tween electric field and streak photographs for first strokes and correlation between luminous processes and electric field
only two claimed but not shown for subsequent strokes. changes in 37 ground flashes, most of which were within 6 km

The sixth in the series on 'progressive lightning.' a paper by range. Unfortunately, the camera shutter was activated by the
Schonland et al. [1938b], contains a few observations with some first leader, so that there was little chance for them to obtain
bearing on our study. Details of the extremes of variations in new information regarding the correlation between pulses at
behavior of P type leaders as observed on streak photographs the beginning of stepped leaders and any luminous behavior.
are discussed in terms of two subclasses, P, and fl, There was However, there are several interesting comments in the paper
no mention of electric field observations. The authors cite the worthy of note. For example. Figure I of the paper, reproduced
.not infrequent occurrence of leaders which actually cease after here as Figure 30, was said to be based on the work reported in
executing their first and heavily branched portions....' Since the paper by Schonland et al. (1938a] yet the figure and accom-
there were no electric field records, it is not possible to deter- panying discussion show slightly greater circumspection with of pul"
mine whether or not the same characteristic pulses as occur at regard to the correlations between electric field change and need fo,

the beginning of leaders, or if similar but oppositely polarized luminous behavior of the stepped leader. In particular, they field ch
pulses o. either one, accompanied the beginning of these 'air note spec-fically that the durations of field changes are greater whole I
discharg,,s.' than those of the corresponding luminous phenomena. They twice

Extension ar'd refinement of the work by Appleton and presumed that the cloud obscures the latter during part of the cloud I
Chapman [1937] %as reported by Chapman [1939]. His Figure time. The figure also shows the differences in shape of the the bcq
5. reproduced he. as Figure 29, illustrates the general nature of electric field change of the same flash at distances of 3 km but, pr
field change for a single ground stroke at a distance of I0 20 (middle waveforms) and 15 km (bottom waveforms). The lack In a
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In a later paper, Malan and Schonland (1951) remark that it electric field changes and that sometimes both stages are visible
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__--from the beginning, whii showed in his iilustratio' &s a
vt -- gradual change in slope with no discontinuity, to the end,

marked by the onset of the r% . mtroke field change Cb' of
Appleton and Chapman's notati) The other type, of which
there were 48, he described as ,ving an initial slow change,
succeeded by a *quiet' part up to the return stroke, with a short
slow rise sometimes just prior to the return-stroke field change.
The two sketches shown as examples of the latter type do not
show the latter final slow rise. Instead, they show a feature not

L mentioned in the discussion, a discontinuity in slope at the
beginnin& followed by a field change with decreasing slope,

S1046much like that of a continuing current or nearby cloud dis-
charge. We must be cautious not to read too much itto the

Fig. 24. *Typical' variation of electric fiel during lightning flash at data. Since the decay time constant of the system was appar-
a 'short'distance. From Appleton and ChapmM [1937]. ently a little less than 200 ms, the curvature may be misleading

in cases of long duration. Noticing the observation of similar

below the cloud base. In a later paragraph they say that the effects in Schonland et a.. [1938a], Pierce adopted the no-
second stage of a P type leader is just an at type leader. They mendature '142Y and L(' for the two classes of L' field
then provide a table of the duration of the two stages, labeledt. change described above. He found that the mean and median
and t. The mean values were 1.3 ms for the P portion and 8.9 durations of L4) field changes were 50 and 35 ms. For L(M field graphe
ms for the a portion. This is well within the range of our results changes, the mean was 175 ms and the median 140 ms. A almost I
as shown in Figures 20 and 21 and Table 3. Finally, they note further interesting observation was that for the first type the and diff
that the original estimation by Schonland et at. [1938a] that mean and median values of ratio of leader and return-stroke brancht
35% of both photographic and electric field records were of field change (return-stroke value at about 5 ms) were 1.2 and 2 x 10"
type P was in error and that actually at least 65% of first-leader 0.95. For the second type the mean and median were 2.4 and bright :

electric field change records are of P type. The crucial comment 2.2. There was no mention of variations between the extremes. charact,
from our viewpoint js their explanation of the reason for the In essence, Pierce's use of the a, P designation is based on velocity
earlier result. They say that at distances greater than 12 kin, duration, rather than behavior of field pulsations or luminous accumtu
with the equipment they had used, many type P leader field phenomena. Figu;
changes could not be distinguished from those of type x. A review article on lightning by Schonland [1956] seems to land [I

In a later paper dealing with the mechanism of the step illustrate his best thinking on the subject as of that date and paper
process, Schonland [1953] noted the absence of appreciable presents a more or less consolidated view of the phenomena. variati,
sleps in the electrostatic field change of stepped leaders. Type a leaders were said to have a low, fairly uniform value of the dlec

Further discussion of the evidence for the unified point of velocity, about 10' m/s during their passage between cloud lowere'
view we have been developing is to be found in a note by base and ground. They occurred in 55% (sic) of the photo- second.
Hodges (1954]. In it he discusses the data cited in Schonland result I
(1953] showing that P type leaders are characterized by an tisne E, E land's
initial stage of about 1 ms duration with large pulses, and a in ki. in v./M. in v.im. TOu waW-fltm leader
final stage of about 9 ms duration, of the a type, but with barely type I
observable pulses. It seems reasonable to us to speculate that having
the difference could have been due, at least in part, to differ- 3 13o Not obmwv entire t
ences in amplification. When the system gain happened to be the rel
right for the observation of the large early pulses without return-
saturation, the later small pulses may have been relatively close
to the noise level. No mention was made of pulse shapes.

In discussion of the 'leader' field change, Pierce [1955] used 10 700 Not observd
tb label 'L' for the portion of the record leading up to the
return stroke (the sazme portion as labeled 'a' by Appleton and
Chapman [1937]) and distinguished two types. In the first type,
of which there were 284, the increase in field was uninterrupted

20-20 46 Not obwevd

03-. 45.50 12 5
v/rn.

)4 L4 .. 60 3 3

-------------------------- ---------------
0 IS we Fig. 26. Table of 'typical' waveforms at various distances. From

Fig. 25. 'Fine structure" at beginning of field variation in Figure 25. Appleton and Chapman (1937]. The column headed'E,' is 'electrostatic'
From Appleton and Chapman C 1937]. field changes The column headed 'E,' s radiatiop' field changes.
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0- Fig. 27. Diagrammatic illustration, not to scAe, of electric field variation in A and strek photograph in B of a *type a'
Id stepped leader. From Schonloid et at. [1938a].

in
Id graphed flashes in South Africa. The steps were said to-be short, ation peak or a few milliseconds later to obtain the 8% value.
A almost uniform in length and brightness, but weakly luminous The second type of field record, labeled L said to correspond
le and difficult to photograph. The type p leaders were extensively with P photographs, had a large change at the beginning, with
.e branched and had high velocity, between 1 x 10W m/s and radiation pulses of mean amplitude about 30% of the return-
d 2 x 106 m/s at the top of the channel, with long and fairly stroke field change. The early stage is succeeded by a slower
d bright steps. In later stages the velocity decreased to a value change with smaller pulses. In reference to papers previously
3. characteristic of type P leaders. The branching and higher cited herein, Schonland suggests that since 65% of first leader
n velocity of the early stages of type P leaders were attributed to field changes are of the P type, but only 35% of the photo-
s accumulations of positive space charge below cloud base. graphs are of P type, a considerable number of leaders designu-

Figure 31 illustrates the general correlations made by Schon- ted type a on the basis of photography may have had an initial
land [1956] (coincidentally, this figure was Figure 31 in his P portion hidden in the cloud. It is not much of an extension
paper also) between luminous phenomena and electric field from this point to postulate that all first leaders have similar
variations. In the accompanying discussion, the lack of steps in behavior, that is, large pulfes at the beginning of a rapid field

f the electric field records is cited as evidence that charge must be change, followed by a period of slower field change with smaller
lowered more or less continuously, though accompanied by a pulses, and that for various reasons, both real ones and arti.
secondary mechanism involving rapid current variations that facts, some portions of the sequence of events sometimes might
result in radiation pulses. In Figure 32 we reproduce Schon- not be evident in field records.
land's Figure 32, which illustrates two distinct types of first The paper by Clarence and Malan [1957) is often cited as
leader field records, with L, corresponding to type a and , to authority in regard to the processes leading up to first strokes
type P photographs. Type a leaders had electric field variations of ground flashes. See, for example, Uman [1969]. The paper
having radiation pulses of fairly regular amplitude over the reported that the typical pattern of electric field changes pre-
entire duration. The mean amplitude of pulses was about 8% of ceding cloud-to-ground lightning flashes had three main ident-
the return-stroke field change. It is not clear whether the ifiable sections, which they labeled B,' 1' and 'L' for break-
return-stroke field changes were measured at the initial radi- down, intermediate, and leader, as shown in their Figure 1,

I A
E AE1

ti

Fig. 28. Diagrammatic illustration, not to cale, of electric field variation in A and streak photograph in B of a 'type f'
stepped leader. From Schonland et al [1938a].
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latter way, generally having no sharp discontinuity in slope at
" - -- their beginnings. The first section usually started gradually with

little zlopc until the beginning of the second ('L') section where
(d3 the slope increased.

In 25% of the cases, there was only one section and it was
clearly an L section. Also, 13% of the waveforms were too
complex to interpret in terms of the 'B, 1, L' description. We

MIb found that of the 15 cases (29%) that could possibly be interpre-

ted as having 'B, i, L' form (with nonzero ' duration), 47% had
the 'B' section beginning at the same time we had chosen

- --- -- independently as the beginning of the preliminary variations. In
53% of the cases we had chosen the start time for preliminary
variations at least 10 ms earlier than the 'B,' and in 20% of the

, cases, 100 ms or more -arlier. We also found that the start time
of the 'preliminary variations' was uncertain by more than 20
ms in 7 (56%) of the cases. In all cases susceptible of the 'B, I, L'
interpretation, we had independently previously chosen the
section they would have labeled 'L' as the stepped leader by our

Fig 29. The 'typical' variation of electric field due to a single decision procedure.

lightning stroke, as cbserved at a 'short' distance from the discharge. It appears that, although the *B, 1, L' description is not
Perturbations at beginning were usually seen on first strokes. From wrong, in that it applies in 011 cases if the possibilities of varying the put-
Chapman [1939]. sign of B and the duration of the 'I' section being zero are nue tht

allowed and literally in a fraction of the cases (6% in our data, midwa.

15% in the data of Pierce [1955]), we feel it unwise to use it the i t%

reproduced here as Figure 33. We checked the electric field since 60% of our waveforms had only one or two sections. The viewpo'
records of 52 of our 79 flashes to see how many would fit the designation of Schonland [1956], which calls all prestroke field (charac
BIL' description. We found that only three (6%) had the exact changes 'B' and the leader 'L,' seems more appropriate, It is attribu'

shape and features presented by Clarence and Malan as 'typi- probably reasonable to assume that what we have called 'pre- the slo'

cal.' We found eight more (15%) that almost fit except that the liminary variations' are essentially the same as what Schonland positi%,
'B' field change did not start with a discernible discontinuity in labeled 'B.' point' t
slope. We found four (8%) that had the three segments but the A paper by Kitagawa (1957], devoted entirely to study of record,

polarity of the 'B' field change was wrong for its distance. If we leader processes, verified the results of Schonland et al. [ 1935] may at

wish to interpret the 'B' field change as being caused by the and Schonland et al. [1938a], as reinterpreted later by Malan some c
loweting of negative charge along a vertical line, our results and Schonland [1951], in that 80% of electric field-change interm,
suggest that the charge associated with the 'B' field change is records of first-stroke leaders were of type /3 as defined by the may nk
-)metimes higher and sometimes lower than that at the origin occurrence of an 'inactive portion.' Kitagawa found that the late it.

of the leader. This contrasts with the conclusion of Clarence type P field changes had longer durations (13-53) ms than type steppe,
and Malan that the 'B' field change always resulted from a a (8-30 nis). He also cited remarks by Malan on unusually long pletel)
breakdown at the base of the cloud, below the level at which the (100-200 ms) leader field changes (which Malan named 'pre- but act
leader begins. The largest number of our cases, 18 (35%), had liminary discharges') which may have included more than the relattv,

only two sections. The 'B, I, L' description of Clarence and stepped leader proper, perhaps even an intracloud discharge In

Malan allowed for the possibility that the T section might have preceding the ordinary stepped leader, but probably a long charge

duiation of zero, reducing the field change to 'B, L,' but (hey horizopi:'l section.
did not mention the possibility of a field change having a shape A subsequent paper from Japan, by Ishikawa et al. [1958],
best described in their terminology as 'I, L.' In our data, the partly ciarifies the situation. They classified stepped leader field
"5% having only two sections were better described in the changes in two categories, a and type, according to whether

LA"'JTlilll Nl1111
21 31

F ig 30. General illustration of stc.k photograph and electric field -..riatiori at a distance of 3-4 km (A) and electric field
%ariation at 10-15 km (B) during a three-stroke ignttriing f-idn, based on corretated measurements of photographs and
electric heids Frc Malan and ihonland L 1947 j,
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Ig the pulses that start at the beginning of the field change conti- ing observations that are of some relevance. They found, after
re nue throughout the duration up to the return stroke or stop careful comparison of the initial portion of cloud discharges
a, midway through. By that criterion, 80% of their records were of and first leader field changes of ground discharges, that the
it the P type. Perhaps their most important conclusion, from our cloud discharge field change is of 2-5 times longer duration and
le viewpoint, was that the initial portion of a stepped leader has mean pulse repetition intervals of about 700 p^, an order of
d (characterized by pulsations) was the same for both types. They magnitude larger than the most frequent interval, 40-60 pa, of
is attributed a 'fold point' in many of their field-change records to the stepped-leader pulses. They also found that the initial por.
. the slowing of the leader as it encounters a presumed region of tions of cloud discharge field changes appeared in several groups

j positive space charge near cloud base. They note that the 'fold separated by quiet intervals of about 0.3-10 ms. Within each
point' occurs more often with th,.ir type P class of field-change group the pulse intervals were similar to those of the leader.

f records. They then reason that the space-charge accumulation They also noted exceptions. For example, I I c, 30 first leader
may actually bring about the formation of type P leaders in field changes exceed 120 ms. It should be noted that they
some cases, if strong enough, and not in others, with a range of designate as 'first leader field change' the entire variation labe.
intermediate possibilities. Though their mechanism may or led 'B, I, L' by Clarence and Malan. These 11 had pulse inter-
may not be plausible, the observed effects for which they postu- vals similar to those of the initial portion of cloud discharges.
late it as cause fit the hypotheses that there are not two types of Likewise, there were cases of cloud discharges having trains of
stepped leader of fundamentally different natures, having com- pulses like those of leader field changes, lasting usually no more
pletely different phenomenologies and physical mechanisms, than about 4 ms. Finally, they speculate as to why the twc
but actually just one, with a wide range of possible variations in precesses differ so markedly. They claim that the differences are
relative importance of various features, so clear that it is possible to determine in the first milliseconds

In a comparison of cloud-to-ground and intracloud dis- (say 10) whether a flash will go to ground or not.
charges, Kitagawa and Brook [1960] have made some interest- A paper by Krider and Radda [1975] presents observations

It T
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lig. 32. Vuriations in electric field, at I; km. ofmeflahasi Figure 32 From SchonlandL1956]
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J tween that case and other cases of long duration was that there cur ,n
was no obvious way to differentiate between preliminary, pe- record

N sumably horizontall) oriented processes, and the beginning of electro
the stepped leader. Eventually we hope to sort out these cases durati,

_ee by comparing the broadband electric field variations with the chant,
, -4.in- L-04 delineation of discharge paths by location of VHF radiation dition.,J

; sources. Krehbiel et al. [1979] found that the 1B. 1, V' desrip- 4.

tion of Clarence and alan [1957] applied in that the break- leader
down and leader processes appeared to be vertically oriented. 5.
but the separation of the preliminary variation into B and I chantg,

1b) -sections did not seem justified. Our results. reported here based found

on analysis of single-station broadband electric field change storm

records alone, independently led us to the same conclusion 6.
S oncerning the'B, 1, V description. ture. s

4 Thomson [1980] also found it difficult to divide the prelimi- stroke
I, nary part of ground discharges that occurred in Papua-New nary %

Guinea into the 'B, 1, 1 stapf of Clarence and Malan [1957]. event'
Thomson used the term 'prestroke meaning 'pre-first-stroke includc

Ifor the period from first evidence of field change up to the obser,

return trokes at 5 km (a), 50 km (b), and 500 km (c), not to Scl ret is means that 'prestroke includes the stepped tions.

Durations are B, 2-10 ms; 1, 04 ms; , 4-30 ms. From Clarence and leader.) Thomson's distribution of prestroke field change dur- literat
Malan [1957]. ation showed 50% greater than about 200 ms, 97% greater ma.

than about 20 ms. His distribution of stepped leader duration regiot
showed 95% greater than about 4 ms, 50% greater than about some

of pulses both near the beginning of the leader field change and 21 ms, and only about 4% greater than about 36 Ins. Thomson chart
just pbnor to the return stroke. The pulses that occurred several refers to results of varying interpretation by Harris and Salman nectt
milliseconds before a return stroke were bipolar and symmetric (1972] whose results agreed with those of Clarence and Malan anal%

and had a large fast-rising initial portion followed by a small, (1957] and by Takeuti et A. [1960], who believed that 50% of varia

more slowly varying opposite overshoot. Pulse durations were their records could not be explained in terms of a preliminary zonta

usually 15-40 ps and repetition intervals apparently 75-150 ps. discharge associated with an ensuing ground flash. They be- a stcl
The pulses sometimes had additional narrow pulses superim- lieved that a prestroke duration greater than 100 ms meant stCpr
posed on the initial rise. These are the pulses we have called there was an intracloud discharge as well. Finally, Thomson not .
.characteristic pulses,' illustrated in Figure 2. found the mean prestroke duration of his 80 flashes was 240 ms one I
A later paper, by Weidman aad Krider (1979], analyzed the with standard deviation 220 Ins. These values are about twice parti,

pulses we have been calling 'characteristic' at the beginning of as large as the overall mean and standard deviation of the start terist
steppr leaders. They analyzed 150 sequences of pulses with time of preliminary variation in our results given in Table' l. pulst
initial positive polarity (same as ground return stroke) of which (Start time, by our definition, is comparable with prestroke and

77% were followed by a ground discharge, with a mean time duration by Thomson's.) Thomson's mean duration of 53 cor
between pulses and return stroke of about 53 is ±- 40 ju. In stepped leaders was 21 ms, with standard deviation of 8 ms. givil
those cases not followed by return s.rokes, the pulses were quite Our results in Table 3 show a mean stepped-leader duration of varii

similar to those that were. Weidman and Krider (1979] also 27 ms, with standard deviation of 15 ms, for 79 events. Con- mic
found that 77% of the pulses with initial negative polarity were sidering the quite different preliminary field-change variations rcco
not followed by return strokes. The shapes of the negative of Florida and Papua-New Guinea lightning, it is perhaps histt
pulses were very similar to those of the positive pulses, but had remarkable that the stepped-leader durations are so similar. vie'

more variability. The mean time interval between positive discl
pulses A as 130 ps. whether or not they were followed by a CONCLUSION prot
return stroke. Between negative pulses the mean time interval In the introduction we raised six questions. The results of our desi

was 780 ps. These figures are in reasonably good agreement attempts to address them are summarized below. is o

with the results of Kitagawa and Brook [1960). 1. We were unable to determine whether there are any
The recent extensive paper on charge structure of lightning preliminary electric field variations that may precede first

discharges, by Krehbiel et at. [1979], discusses stepped lead'.rs return strokes by tens or hundreds of milliseconds and which
and the field changes of long duration that somi imes precede are also unambiguously related to or even precursors of the t D
them. Their impression, in general agreement with that of first return strokes of cloud-to-ground flashes. J A

Proctor [1976] based on a VHF source location technique, was 2. Based on a highly subjective decision process, we at-
that the preliminary activity preceding stepped leaders consist- tempted to label the beginning of preliminary electric field
ed of a succession of breakdown events, with considerable variations that were possibly related to the eventual return AT'
horizontal extent, one of which turned into a leader to ground. stroke and thus to derive estimates of their durations. These N(;
They comment that it is reasonable to argue that only horizon- were plotted in Figure 4 and tabulated in Table 2. We were

tal development of discharge paths could be of such long dur- unable to formulate an objective means by which to distinguish

ation as the observed preliminar) field variations without 'related' preliminary variations from 'unrelated' ones.
reaching ground. This explanation probably applies to the 3. We found that the best means to identify the begin:ing Ari

anomalous case we presented in Figi re 17. The difference be- of a stepped-leader electric field change is probably the oc-
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there cufe of'c racteristic' bipolar pulses in the broadband field Brantley., R. D., J. A. -rler, and M. A. Unm Lightning peesies in
Pre- record for a period of a few milliseconds at the beginning of the Florida thunderstorms from videotape recmdsJ. Geiliys. Rn., So,

ng of electrostatic field change. We also believe that limits on Shame 3423W 1975.
ca5s duration, and ratio of stepped leader and return-stroke field Chapmn. F. W., Atmospheric disturbaces due to tlsadloud 4.

charges 1. Proc. Phys &vc. London. 51, 16.894,1939.h the changes derived from a simple physical model, provide ad- Clarece N. D., and D. J. Maian Pnriminry discarg Irose io
itiofl ditional guidelines in ambiguous cae.lightning flashes to ground, Q. J. it. Metein'ol. sac., 83, 161-t72,

4. We attempted, in Figure 16, a categorization of stepped- 1937.
eak- leader field-change shapes in overlapping distance ranges. Harrs, D. I.. and Y. E Salmann. The measurement of lightning charac-teristics in northern Nigeria, J. Atusos. Tierr. Phys., 34, 775-7K6ited, 5. We plotted the duration of stepped-leader elecric field 1972.
,id I changes in Figures 19-21 and tabulated them in Table 3. We Hodges, D. B.. A comparison of the rates of change of current in the
1310d found no evidence for dependence of duration on distance or step and return process of lightning flashes, Proc. Phys. Soc., Lordon,
nge storm. 5cr. B.67. 582-584,1954.
,ion 6. Our observations, supported by our review of the litera. Ishikawa. H, Mi. Takagi, and T. Takeuti, On the leader waveform of

atmospherics neir the origins. Proc. Re& Inat. Atmos. Nagoya Univ.,ture, show that the elecric field variations preceding first return s.1-111.1958.
Mi- strokes are best chatacteried as having two sections: prelimi- Jacotbson. E. A., and E. P. Krider. Electrostatic field changes produced
'e' nary variations and stepped leader. Our view of the Sequence ofr b Floidaw lightng he eleti.c,3, 103-cane1uet7,1976. r ro;7]. events leading up to the first return stroke of a ground flash Ktgw.NO h lcrcfedcag u otelae rcseand some of their discharge mechanism Pap. MuetoraL Geophys.,'ke' includes the possibility of sufficiently wide range of variation in Toky'o, 7,40-414,1957.
the observables to explain, at least qualitatively, most of the excep. Kitagawa, N.. and M. Brook, A comparison of intradoud and cloud-

vd tions, special cases, and unusual varieties of observations in the to-grounid lightning discharges, J. Geophys. Res., 67,637--647, 1960.
a- literature. It appears that the duration of preliminary variations KrchbteI. P. R., Mi. Brook, and R. A. McCrory, An analysis of the

hcl charge structure of lightning discharges to ground, J. Geophys. Re,,:er may vary widely from storm to storm and with geographia 84,2432-245&, 1979.
an region. The range of variability includes the possibility that in Krider, E. P., and G. ). Radda, Radiation field waveforms produced by'Ut some environments there may be considerable intracloud dis- lightning steeped leaders, J. Geophys. Res., 80, 2653-2657,1975.
)n charge activity preceding ground flashes with less direct con- Krider, E. P., R. C. Noggle, and M. A. Uman, A Sated, wideband
in nection to the eventual first return stroke than is implicit in our magnetic direction finder for lightning return strokes, J. Ap$. Me.

inl analysis. It appears that at least in some cases, preliminary teoroL., 1S, 301-306, 1976.
of variations of long duration may be caused by extensive hori- Krider. E. P., G. 3. Radda, and Rt. C. Noggle. Regular radiation field.y zontal development of discharge paths prior to the formation of pulses produced by intracloud lightning discharges, J. Geophys. Re,,80.3801-380N. 2975.a stepped leader. In contrast, it appears that the durations Of Lennon, C. L., LDAR-A lightning detection and ranging system, Min.
It stepped lcaders have much less variability. We believe, but do utes of Frequency Management Group, Range Commanders Cojun-

not claim to have proven incontrovertibly, that there is only %il. White Sands Missile Range. 1975.
one type of stepped leader. Variations in relative importance of Lin, Y. T., M. A. Uman, J. A. Tiller, R. D. Brantley, W. H. Beasley, E. P.

partculr faturs i fild cang reords(suh a thechaac- Krider, and C. D. Weidman, Characterization of lightning returnpartculr faturs i fild cang reords(suh a thechaac- stroke electric and n; gnetic fields from simultaneous two-stationt teristic pulses at the beginning, the time between and size of measurements. J. Geogi tys. Res, 84, 6307-6314. 1979.
pulses just prior to the return stroke, curvature, ratio of leader Liiingston, J. M., and E. P. Krider. Electric fields produced by Florida
and return-stroke field changes etc.) we believe result from thunderstorms, J. Geophys. Res., 83.38$-41, 1978.
combinations of real variability in the physical phenomena Malan, D J., and B. F. J. Schonland, Progressive lightning, 7, Directly
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A Comparison of Lightning Electromagnetic Fields with
the Nuclear Electromagnetic Pulse in the Frequency

Range 1W4-10' Hz
MARTIN A. UMAN. SENIOR MEMBER. IEEE. MANECK J. MASTER, AND E. PHILIP KRIDER

Abstract-The electromagnetic fields produced by both direct the NEMP. Nearby first return strokes at a range of about 50 m. if
lightning strikes and nearby lightning are compared with the nuclear they are severe, produce electric-field spectra near ground which
electromagnetic pulse (NEMP) from an exoalmospheric burst. Model exceed that of the NEMP below about 106 Hz, while the spectra of
calculations Indicate that, in the frequenc) range from 104 to near tO' average nearby first return strokes exceed that of the NEMP below
Hz. the Fourier amplitude spectra of the retwrn stroke magnetic fields about 3 x 105 Hz. Implkalons of these results for aircraft in flight
near ground I m from an average lightning A.'ike %ill exceed that of are discussed.

Key Words-Lightning, EMP. electromagnetic fields, amplitude
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on nuclear power plants; and Raloff 161, [7) has considered where (t), t > 0, is the current at time t, v is the velocity with
the threat posed by NEMP and the implementation of defen- which the current pulse propagates up the channel. D is the
sive strategies. It has often been stated (41, [61, [81 that the horizontal distance from the channel to the point at which the
effects of NEMP are comparable to, or greatly exceed, those of field is measured, c is the speed of light, go is the permeability
the most severe lightning. For example, Holden [8] states that of free space,z is the vertical coordinate, and 0 is the azimuthal
"the EMP is a microsecond burst of electromagnetic energy, a coordinate. The best available models for the current in the re-
hundred times more powerful than a lightning bolt." As far as turn stroke phase of a cloud-to-ground discharge 123], [24)
we are aware, the claims that NEMP effects almost always ex- (see [251, [261 for a general review of lightning discharge
ceed those of lightning are not quantitatively justified in the phenomena) have model currents which, in the time domain,
literature. On the other hand, a recent letter to the Editor of produce electric and magnetic fields in good agreement with
"the IEEE SPECTRUM [91 cites references to the lightning liter- wide-band (dc to about 2 MHz) time-domain measurements
ature to support the view that lightning effects can be equiva- made at ground level. For these models, (1) and (2) provide a
lent to or exceed those of the NEMP. good approximation to the relation between the initial return

The effects of NEMP from an exoatmospheric burst will be stroke radiation field and the initial return stroke current.
felt over a large geographical area, whereas the effects of a Weidman and Krider 116) have measured the maximum rate-
single lightning discharge are local. Nevertheless, the fre- of-rise of the initial return stroke radiation field for first
quency of direct and nearby strikes to sensitive earthbound strokes and find a mean of about 30 V/m.ps normalized by
structures like nuclear power plants, to electric transmission an inverse range relation to a distance of 100 km. This mean
and distribution systems, and to aircraft in flight is sufficiently value, when substituted in (I), with an assumed return stroke
high to warrant a careful assessment of the lightning hazard. velocity of lOs m/s, leads to a calculated mean maximum
Here we present frequency-domain comparisons of the elec- rate-of-rise of the return stroke current of about 150 kA/ps, a
tric and magnetic fields near ground due to model lightning value which is representative of the current just above ground.
return strokes with those of the NEMP from an exoatmos- The maximum values of maximum rate-of-rise of field and cur-
pheric burst. The applicability of these results for altitudes at rent from 97 measured first strokes are about 2.5 times the
which, for example, aircraft operate, is presently a matter of mean [l61.
speculation due to the paucity of airborne measurements, as Lightning return stroke current waveforms have been di-
we will discuss. We will show that, in the frequency range from rectly measured during strikes to instrumented towers in
104 to near 107 Hz, the calculated Fourier amplitude spectra Switzerland [27), in Italy [28], and in South Africa 129].
of the return stroke magnetic fields near ground I m from an Unfortunately, currents to tall towers do not necessarily pro-
average lightning strike will exceed that of the NEMP; and that vide a good estimate of the current encountered by small
electric-field spectra near gruund of severe nearby first return earthbound structures or of the current in the lightning chan-
strokes at 50 m exceed that of the NEMP below about 106 Hz nel above ground because of the effects of the relatively long
and spectra of average nearby first return strokes are greater upward-propagating leader which is initiated by the tower and
below about 3 X 105 Hz. To the extent that fields in the fre- because of the effects of the tower inductance, capacitance,
quency ranges in which lightning spectra exceed that of NEMP and relatively large ground impedance characteristic of the
represent a hazard by, for example, exciting resonances in a mountaineous terrain where most measurements have been
structure which couple damaging voltages and currents to elec- made. The upward-propagating discharge, for example, could
tronics in the interior of that structure [101, [11 ] , lightning ef- cause a slower overall current rise time at the tower than a
fects can apparently be as severe as those due to the NEMP. comparable strike to normal ground and could conceivably al-

11. LIGHITNING ter or mask the fast current components. This effect should be
more pronounced for first return strokes than for subsequent

Recently, it has been reported that the electric and magnetic strokes, since the latter are thought not to have lo- upward.
fields produced by all important lightning discharge processes propagating leaders. Beer et al (271 found that t.. median
contain significant variations on a submicrosecond time scale peak current for first return strokes which lowered negative
[12]-[181. The existence of these field components, in turn, charge to a tower in Switzerland was 30 kA and that the
implies that the currents which produce them contain large median maximum rate-of-rise of the curreni was 12 kA/ps.
submicrosecond variations [131, 115), [16], [19). The few The corresponding values at the 5-percent level were 80 kA
direct wide-band measurements of lightning currents during and 32 kA/ls. For negative strokes subsequent to the first in
strikes to airplanes in flight show submicrosecond rise times multiple-stroke flashes, the median peak current was 12 kA,
for current pulses in the 100-A range [20], [21). These pulses and the median maximum rate-of-rise was 40 kA/ps. Subse.
are probably associated with small cloud discharge processes. quent strokes at the 5-percent level had a peak current of 30

Uman et al. [221 have calculated the distant electric and kA and a maximum rate-of-rise of 120 kA/s. It is intertsting
magnetic radiation fields produced at ground level by a fixed to note that the subsequent stroke currents reported in (27]
current waveshape propagating up a straight vertical channel have shorter overall rise times and larger maximum rates-of.

rise than first strokes. This result should be contrasted with

Erad(D, t) = --- 0- " i(t - D/c)a,, t > D/c (I) the electric radiation field measurements made by Weidman
2nrD and Kride, 1131, [16], who report no significant differences

in the maximuAi, ia'es-of-rise of first and subsequent strokeV

Hrad(D, t) - i(t - Dic)a,, i > D/e (2) fields. The tower on which Berger et al. [271 made their
21rcD measurements was on top of Mt. San Salvator, in Switzerland.
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TABLE I A TABLE II A
CURRENT PARAMETERS FOR AN AVERAGE FIRST RETURN CURRENT PARAMETERS FOR AN AVERAGE SUBSEQUENT
STROKE OBTAINED FROM REMOTE FIELD MEASUREMENT:, RETURN STROKE OBTAINED FROM REMOTE FIELD

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PROCEDURE OUTLINED IN MEASUREMENTS 1231.1241
1231,1241

Coore at groudd
C-rreat at greuu TIas (is) Curret (IA)

Tim (as) Current (IA) 0.0 0.6
0.0 0.0 100.0 3.1

100.0 5.0 101.0 6.0
105.0 20.0 11.1 18.0
10S. t35 . 103. 13.$
107.0 18.0 104.5 13.5
112. 5 25.0 111.0 11.6
120.0 27.0 120.0 11.2
140.0 18.0 140.0 7.0
160.0 12.4 200.0 3.0
200.0 5.0 300.0 0.0
300.0 0.0

given by the following persmsters
given by the following paraeeters

(1) keakdows PUlse errest with viocity * 108 rn/si

(1) Okeakdown pulse current with velocity 1 a 1 e ms:

t(w) 1 (hA)I~m t(M) 0.o o;.0
0.0 06.0 1.0 3.0
5.0 is.0 1.1 15.0
S.1 30.0 3.7 7.4
7.0 .0 !1.0 1.4

15.0 2.0 -0.0 0.0
40.0 0.0

The pulse decays exponnntiilly with hiiht above the ground
The pulse decays uxpnentislly with heiglht shove the ground

with a decay constant 2* 2.0 X 103 a with a decay constant. p -1.5 X 10
3 a

(2) unitfor currenat T k (2) Utlforn current * 3 k%

tise duration - 0.3 mo; turn-on time - 0.1 mas
ti e duration 0.3 s; turn-on tie 0.1 s

(1) Cocoa c.rrent per unit length is 1, * 
1 o eh /l(..est)AJ2 (3) Corona current per unit length is 

1c - Ito * (a -*Of,) A/r

where,
where,

Tco - SO.0 oe Teo " 21.0 A/a

4 - 2.0 x 103 r h - 1.5 X 10,

0 , I X TO
S 9- n* I X TOS 61

0 - 3 x 106 s' I 3 X l0 0

TABLE 1I B

TABLE I B CURRENT PARAMETERS FOR AN AVERAGE SUBSEQUENT
CURRENT PARAMETERS FOR AN AVERAGE FIRST RETURN RETURN STROKE OBTAINED FROM TOWER

STROKE OBTAINED FROM TOWER MEASUREMENTS (271 MEASUREMENTS 1271

TiUes (s) Current (A) Tift (us) Current (A)

0.0 0.0 0.00 0.0
3.0 3.2 0.60 7.2

5.0 7.0 n.74 14.4
6.5 14.0 1.4 14.0

7.8 21.0 4.0 13.8
8.3 28.0 A., 11.7
A. 12.0 2n.( 10.8
9.0 34.0 80.0 7.2
10.0 35.0 250.0 0.0

4'00 28.0
80.0 21.0

250.0 0.0 forms to a peak value of unity and then averaging the mease
ured values at each time. If this "mean waveshape" is scaled
up in current to produce a large-amplitude waveform, as we

On the other hand, the tower used in the South African study shall do to model a severe lightning, the rate-of.rise necessarily
[291 was situated on a comparatively flat terrain. In [29], a scales also. On the other hand, the reported tower measure-
maximum current rate-of-rise of 180 kA/ps was reported for a ments do not show a very strong correlation between the peak
subsequent stroke, although the total sample size was only I I current and the rate-of-rise of current 1271, [301.
flashes. There is general agreement that the mean peak current dur-

Berger et al. 1271 have computed "mean lightning current ing strikes to normal objects on the ground is in the 20-40-kA
waveshapes" for first and subsequent nctative strokes. These range, and that peak currents of 175-225 kA are present in
were determined by first normalizing all the measured wave, about I percent of the strikes [311
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To calculate return stroke fields for comparison with the magnetic-field intensity at the surface will be about

NEMP, we will use first and subsequent return stroke current

waveforms that are inferred from both the remote electro- (
magnetic-field measurements and the tower measurements. 2(

Specification of currents for average first and subsequent
strokes is given in Tables I and 11. The peal, current value for where I is the lightning current and where the total field has
an average first stroke is chosen to be 35 kiz, and for an aver- been approximated as magnetostatic. Obviously, the field will
age subsequent stroke. 18 kA. The currents derived from the be the same at a distance r from the axis of any structure
electromagnetic-field measurements [231, 1241, differ from much longer than r which uniformly carries the current, and
the directly measured currents on Mt. San Salvatore [27] pri. hence, the results to be obtained are generally applicable. If
marily in the relatively slow rate-of-rise of first stroke current the aircraft is struck by an average first return stroke with a
in the tower measurements compared to that derived from tht peak current of about 35 kA, the peak magnetic field at the
fields. Severe lightning currents are cbtained by multiplying b) surface with an assumed radius of I m will be about 5.6 X
a factor of five both the typical current; derived from electro- 103 Aim. A 175-kA severe stroke will produce a peak field of
magnetic fields (231, 1241 and the "mean lightning current about 2.8 X le€ Aim. If about half of the lightning field rises
waveshapes" from tower measurements [27] given in Tables I to peak in about 0.1 is, as suggested by the electromagnetic-
and Ii. Although the peak value of the currents determined field measurements of Weidman and Krider [13), [16), then
this way are representative of measured severe lightning [31), the maximum rate of change of the magnetic field from an
the rate-of-rise we use for severe lightning, five times the aver- average first stroke will be about 2.8 X 1010 A/m's and from
age value, may be excessive if the rate-of-change of current a severe stroke will be about 1.4 X 1011 A/m's. The peak
does not scale with the current. As noted previously, no strong NEMP field, 2.8 X 102 A/m, can be obtained by multiplying
correlation has been found between peak current and rate-of. (4) by a factor of 2, to take account of the reflection of the
change of current in the tower measurements [271, [301. No NEMP plane wave from the metallic surface of the aircraft.
data have been published on this correlation for the currents The maximum field rate-of-change for NEMP is 1.4 X 10'1
derived from the fields: and, as noted previously, the largest A/m's and exists for a time of the order of a nanosecond. The
value of the maximum rate-of-rise of the electric radiation field return stroke peak fields from normal lightning exceed those
for 97 first strokes was only about 2.5 times the mean 1161. of the NEMP by a factor of about 20. The NEMP maximum

rate-of-change exceeds that of normal lightning by a factor of
Il. NEMP about 5 and is about equal to that of severe lightning.

The characteristics of the NEMP are a function of whether We now examine how the time-domain parameters derived
the nuclear event is in or out of the atmosphere and the dis- above for lightning and NEMP are reflected in the Fourier
tance from it. A thorough survey of the mechanisms by which amplitude spectra for the two events. Again we use the example
the NEMP is generated, the details of the coupling of the of the fields on the surface of an aircraft, the calculated light-
NEMP to a variety of systems, and the response of those sys- ning fields, however, being essentially the same at comparable
tems is found in two volumes of collected papers 101. (11]. distance from any direct strike. For the computations in.
Reasonable approximations to the NEMP waveform at the sur. volving currents derived from electric and magnetic fields,
face of the earth or at aircraft altitude due to an exoatmos- both the radiation and induction field terms in the general
pheric burst have been given in Lee Il 1). For the present study, field equations have been included [23], [24), although (5),
we choose the exoatmospheric burst NEMP waveform from with the currents given in Tabkis IA and IIA, provides a good
Lee (I I I which appears to be the choice of most NEMP re. approximation to the end result. In calculations involving cur-
searchers rents from tower measurements, the magnetic field is calcu.

lated directly from (5).
E(t) = E [e- t - e-t, O , 0 (3) Figs. I and 2 show the Fourier amplitude spectra of the

time-domain magnetic fields produced by currents given in
H(l) = Hole -  e-011, tQ0 (4) Tables I and ii for both average and severe return strokes de.

rived from both tower and remote field measurements. The
with E0 = 5.2 X 104 V/m, Ho = 1.4 X 10: A/m, a 4.0 X current waveforms are composed of straight-line segments be-
0t s- , and ~ 5.0 X 108 s- . t% een the points given in Tables I and 1I and are digitized at

IV. COMPARISONS O.005-ps intervals for the calculation of the Fourier amplitude
A. Direct Strikeand NEMP spectra. The spectra inferred from the electromagnetic-field

measurements are larger above 105 Hz than those derived

To compare the fields from lightning direct strikes with from the tower data for first strokes, due to the relatively
NEMP fields, we must chc'se an example object to be struck, slow first-stroke current rate-of-rise measured on towers, but
Let us consider the fielis at the surface of a hypothetical the two spectra are similar for subsequent strokes. For aver-
cylindrical metallic aircraft fuselage of radius r, We choose the age return strokes, the spectral amplitudes for the first and
aircraft as an example because of its considerable practical im- subsequent stroke fieldf determined from remote electromag-
portance. If a lightring return stroke attaches directly to this netic measurements, and the subsequent-stroke measured
aircraft and the current tows uniformly along the fuselage, the tower current, are equal to the NEMP at a frequency near
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return stroke currents at ground lv may well still produce
currents at aircraft operational altitudes to cause fields equiv.

*vest 09alent to the NEMP at frequencies below about 107 Hz. More

A unmportant is. the observation that bot the incloud dischiarge
processes which precede stepped leaders n ground flashes and
certain pulses in intracloud lightning discharges produce
Fourier amplitude spectra measured near ground for distant

a' discharges comparable to those of distant return strokes 1171,
I implying that thee are in-cloud events which produce close

- ema~c, utame amsmus "fields in the cloud equivalent to close return stroke fields near
ground. These in-cloud processes can be expected to interact

-with aircraft. An ccurate assessment of the probability of air-
craft inolvment with different types and phases of lightning

Fg. I. Magnetic-field Fourier o.k-tude spectra for a direct sz&e by awaits further research. Finally, it is worth noting that the
an average and a sevee first return stroke from both tower and re- NEW wasefront is plane while the lihtnqf field is circular
mote field measurements and for NEMP. The dips in the remote
field dat at I x 107 and 2 x 107 Hzwe de to the ear cur- and that gllhtnlng channel attachlment to an arcaft may alter
rent transition taking place in 0.1 #s during the centriseto peak. the behavior of traveling and reflected waves on the aircraft
Since real waveshapes do root have such iaear transItim the dips structure from the free field NEMP case, and hence there may
in the spectra are artificial. be additional factors in the comparison which we have not

considered.

A. Newby Lis hins ad NEMP
For the direct lightning strke, we have compared the mag

-1A!'%jX&W&!OWNneti field at an aircraft surface with die NEMP. For a nearby

flash, we will compete the electric fields. The fields are those
which would exist in the absence of the aircraft. We will plot
spectra enly for the severe first return stroke at ground level.

- ~In Fig . 3, we show the HEMP spectrum calculated from
a=,O. -NOT1,Plko.,"I ,,, the expression given in (3) along with three electric-field

=,,, D-ICT TO"" m aw"U"""'ramplitude spectra for severe first return strokes which
strike the ground 50 m from the observation point. The three

- 10, - , lightning amplitude spectra are: 1) the average first stroke
#'*E*,AKY electric radiation field spectrum measured by Weidman et al.

Fig. 2., Maxnetic-field Fourier amplitude spectra for a direct strike
by an average and a severe subsequer return stroke from both (1 71 for return strokes at about 50 km extrapolated to 50 m
tower and remote field measurements and for NEMP. The dips in the ushig an inverse distance relationship and multiplied by a fac-
remote field data at I x 107 and 2 X 107 Hz are due to the large tor of 5 to simulate a severe stroke; 2) the electric radiation
linear current transition taking place in 0.1 ps during the current
rise to peak. Since real waveshapes do not have such linear transi- field spectrum at 50 km calculated using the model of Master
tions, the dips in the spectra are artificiat. et 1. [241 with the currents in Table IA multiplied by a fac-

tor of 5 and extrapolated to 50 m using an inverse distance
10' Hz and exceed the NEMP at frequencies below that value, relationship; and 3) the total electric-field spectrum at 50 m

For above-average return strokes, the lightning spectra exceed calculated using the model 1241 with the currents in Table
the NEMP spectra to frequencies above 107 Hz. [A multiplied by a factor of S.

The preceding comparisons between lightning and NEMP The calculated and the measured radiation field spectra at
fields are, strictly speaking, applicable only near ground. We SO km extrapolated to 50 m are essentially identical. The amp.
use the example of an aircraft because of its practical impor- litude spectrum computed for the total electric field of a
tance, and, for that reason, a discussion of the fields above ! 75-kA lightning at 50 m is equal to the extrapolated radiation
ground is in order. An aircraft in flight would probably not field near 101 Hz and is greater for lower frequencies because
encounter the full return stroke current which would flow the electrastatic and induction components of the total field
through a structure on the pound since the return strok- cur- add to the radiation component. The spectrum of the total
rent will probably decrease with height (24). In fact, Clifford electric field exceeds that of the NEMP below about 106 t.z
and Kasemir 1321 argue that most strikes to aircraft are not For an average nearby first return stroke, the total electrical
return strokes but are triggered by the aircraft and are some field spectrum exceeds that of the NEMP below about 3 X
sort of in-cloud discharge with a rate-of-change of current an 10' Hz.
order of magnitude less than that of the average return strokes The nearby discharge has been assumed to be at a distance
we are considering. Clifford and Kasemir 132) contend that of 50 m because this s about the range at which an earth-
aircraft are only occasionally involved with return strokes, al- bound structure or an aircraft in flight would be expected to
though the total data from instrumented aircraft, on which become involved in a typical direct strike. The closest distance
this opinion is based, are meager. In any event, relatively large at which the lightning return stroke fails to attach to a ground.
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are applicable to any similar size ground-based system and, to
the extent discussed, to aircraft at flight altitudes.,'4 u'a~mwi-REFERENCES
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Transient electric and magnetic fields associated with establishing a finite
electrostatic dipole

M. J. Master ' ) and M. A. Uman
Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32611

(Received 23 October 1981; accepted for publication 17 March 1982)

We obtain analytical solutions in the time domain for the electric and magnetic fields associated
with establishing a finite electrostatic dipole. We assume that a simple source current distribution,
a square pulse of current, produces the dipole, and solve for the fields produced by that source
current distribution using Maxwell's equations. Salient features of the fields are discussed from a
physical point of view. We outline a technique to determine in the time domain the electric and
magnetic fields produced by any arbitrary tinie-varying current propagating along a straight
antenna, given the calculated fields due to s short square pulse of current.

INTRODUCTION E,(r, r) = 2 ( z-H

Expressions in cylindrical coordinates for the two com- 41rco ( [r + (z - H )2] /2

ponents of the electric field intensity due to a finite electros- z V (2)
tatic dipole with charges + Q at z' = H and - Q at z' = 0, (r 2 + z2)3/2)

as shown in Fig. 1, are easily derived uing Coulomb'-
law'- 3  where Q is the dipole charge in coulombs, c, is the permit-

Ejr,.,Z)= Q  (13/2 tivity in farads per meter, and all lengths are in meters.
~rro [ . + (z - H )Since in the electrostatic case there is no cu.-rent flow, the

magnetic field associated with the dipole is zero. In this
( 2 + 13. . V/m, (1) paper we calculate the transient electric and magnetic
(r+ z) fields produced in establishing such a finite electrostatc
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at At any point on the antenna the current may be determined
from the reasonable assumption that the current waveform

+propagates undistorted with a constant velocity v:

I "e,t) = I [t - (Z/V)]. (3)

-P{'.z'.) The top of the antenna is assumed to be terminated in its

characteristic impedance so that no reflection is produced.
The currcnt waveform at the top of the channel, z' = H, is

t Jr, -+6z1  i shown in Fig. 2(b). We adopt the standard approach in
T ia) _ antenna theory: we assume a reasonable form for the cur-

-I rent and derive the fields rather than deriving the current
and the fields simultaneously. The actual current wave-
form, however, will he influenced to some extent by its own

dt' radiation. The velocity of the current waveform will likely
be c or very near c, but, for increased generality, we have
allowed an arbitrary velocity, v~c, as noted above.

Since the charge delivered to the top of the dipole is

I A f iH,t')dt'

and to the bott.om of the dipole is
Fig. I. Definition of geometmcal factors used in the electric and magnetic
field computations. For the electrostatic dipole, the charge at z = 0 and -f i(O,t ')dt',
z' = H is constant at - Q and + Q. respectively, and itz', I = 0.

it follows that the charge on the electrostatic dipole is

dipole with a square pulse of current. An extension of this Q T, (4)
approach is described for a general source current distribu-
tion. Salient features of the calculated fields are discussed CALCULATIONS
from a physical point of view. The time domain calculation
leads to an analytical closed-form solution which allows We need to detennine only the electromagnetic fields
much more physical insight than the more standard fre- due to the positive step function of current in Fig. 3(a). The
quency domain approach.' fields due to a square wave of current at any height can then

be obtained by superposition of appropriately time-delayed
MODEL and inverted fields. At any time t, the electric and magnetic

We choose to establish the electrostatic dipole whose fields at an arbitrary point P (r,4,z) are due to the integrated
fields are given by Eqs. (1) and (2) by injecting, at z' = a effect of the fields radiated from various small dipoles
square pulse of current with magnitude Jo and duration T, along the antenna at different earlier times. The field ex-
as shown in Fig, 2(a). The square pulse of cur'ent is corn- pressions in cylindrical coordinates for an infinitesimal di-
posed of an initial step function at z' = 0 and t = 0, fol- pole of length dz, at z = z', carrying current i#z',t), as
lowed by another step function of equal magnitde but op- shown in Fig. 1, may be obtained by substituting ', - z') for
posite sign at z' = 0 and later time T, as illustrat •Fig. 3. z in Eqs. (A9), (A2 I , and (A22), derived in Appendix A-'

10

' 
T

/VH/v + T -1! . . . . . .

(b) (b)

rig 2, Assutmed current as afunction oftinic ai atz' = 0and ibiat z' H Fig 3 Currcni at z' =0decomposedmito two comr<)nent%
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dBfr4z l ( i(z J - R/c) To find the radial electric field for t > R/c, we set the radi-
4v (.R3 ation field to zero in Eq. (6):

zr &',t- R/c\; (5) dE,(r4,zt )
cR 2  & I1

dEr, z,t) dz' (3rz - z') ir - R/ c)dr+ 43-

41feo ( R J - fr 1 [3tiz- z') e_, I+ 3Pz-z')l]

+ 1 34z - z')IcR "Ii(z',t - R 1c) 41e R \ Ci cR 101+ [3jz-z')/ci(z -R/c) 4=o X R

+(z't:t :R /c) (6) Thus
C 3dt dE,(rzf=lot 3*- e) dz' t>R Ic. (12)and rO

dE.(rz,t) dz' ( 2(z - z')2 - r' Note that for the electrostatic term above the limits of inte-41eo r , R s gration are from R Ic to t since the retarded current is zero

for times t < R Ic. A similar analysis for the vertical electric
X Ji(z',, - R Ic)dr field yields

o )2  dE2 r,#,zt:)lot 2(z-z -r 2 dz t>R/c. (13)+ 2(z - z'} - r, i#',t - R /c) 41rcoR s
cR 4  To determine the turn-on fields which occur at I = R 1c,

r2 0(,t -R IC let us assume that the current goes from zero to the value 1o
2R 3  (7) in a short time AT. In the limit A T-3 the current is shownc2R at in Fig. 3(a) and defined in Eq. (8). During A T, the current

The first terms on the right-hand side of Eqs. (6) and (7) wave front moves a distance Az' where
are the so-called electrostatic field; the middle terms are the
so-called induction or intermediate field; and the last terms 4:' = vAT. (14)
are the radiation or far-zone field. In Eq. (5) the first term is The turn-on magnetic field due to the current in the length
the induction field and the second the radiation field. Az' is found from Eq. (5):

The current shown in Fig. 3(a), injected at z' = 0, may be B. (rz,) = (po/4r)Az'(r/cR 2)(lo/A T),
defined as follows:

since the induction field contribution to the turn-on field isi(O,) 0 t(0 zero in the limitd T, dz'-.O. In that limit, the turn-on mag-

= 1 t1>0, (8) netic field becomes
where we have assumed that the current is turned on at B,(r,Oz,t) = po1vr/4ircR 2 t = RIc. (15)
t= 0+. A similar analysis for the electric field components give the

From the definition of the current in Eq. (8) we can write following turn-on fields:
down its derivative and its integral, E,(r,,z,) = Iovijz - z')/41rcfc2R 3 t = R Ic, (16)

ai(o,t)= 0 t<O E,(r=,z,t) -Iovr 2/4rtEoc 2R t=RIc. (17)

To find the. total fields at P (r, ,z) we need to integrate the
= 106(0) t = 0 (9) individual contributions of the various dipoles along the
=0 t>0, finite length of the antenna. There is no field at point P until

time t = Ro/c where Ro is defined in Fig. 1. At I = Rocwhere 6(0) represents the unit impulse at t = 0, and only the turn-on terms are nonzero and the magnetic and
fo i(~~d 0electric fields are computed from Eq. (0 H 17) with R = Ro

i(O0r)da = 0 1(0 and z' = 0. For I > Ro/c we perform the integration over
the antenna. We first assume that=-ot :>0. (10)=lt t>0(1) Ro/c < t < H 1v + Re,/c, (18)

Equations (8) through (10) generalized for z' between 0 R . + RH/c, (18)
and H can be substituted in Eqs. (5) through (7) to deter- where RH is defined i Fig. I so that the turn-on term is
mine the fields. For all timest < R 1c, the current, its deriva- always present in the field at point P(rz). For this case,
tive, and its integral are all zero, and hence the fields given the magnetic flux density is found from Eqs. (Ii) and (IS):
by Eq. (5) through (7) are also zero. At t = R 1c, the contri- &
butions from the electrostatic and induction terms are zero. B,(r$,Z,t) = ;[ Z
However, the current derivative is infinite at this point and 4 [r r2 + z-)213/2
results in a "turn-on field." The field values at I = R Ic will + (puOlOvr/4mrcR 2).
be determined in the next paragraph. For values of time
t > R/ c, the current derivative is zero so that the radiation where z,, is computed from the equation,
field is zero. However, there are finite contributions due to
both the elcctrostatic and the induction terms. Hence, Eq. (Z..,/V) + [ r (z - z,, )2] '//c = . (19)
(5) becomes Note that, if v = c, Eq.,(19) simplifies considerably. Inte-

dB,(r,40.z,t ) = dz' t > R c. (I1) grating the first term in the magnetic field expression, we
4erR' 3obtain
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, --_ Q there are tiaes when turn-n and turn-off (turn on of the
negative current component) terms are simultaneously pre-

Z - Z; sent in the field expressioms. The analytical solution for the
r + z electromagnetic fields due to a short pulse is given in Ap-

[ r +(z-4 ]pendix B. A long pulse propagating up the antenna is de-
M- ( fined by the relation

+ c[r++ z ,u}2 ] ) (20) R,/c+H/v<Ro/c+ T. (28)

where the last term represents the turn-on field. Equation (28) ensures that tlhe fields generated by the posi-
Similarly, using Eqs. (12), (13), (16), and (17), we obtain tive component of current at ' = H have reached the fielca

the expressions for the electric field components: point before any fields generated by the negative compo-
nent of current. The calculation of the electrom ignetic

E,(r4,z,t) fields produced by such a long pulse is 'eft as an exercise for

S( r - _ ") the iiader.
4reo (TIT + (Z _-Z")] 122J The electric and magnetic field waveforms for the case of

a short pulse are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b). These wave-
____ ( 21 forms are derived for the following conditions: H = 10 mn,

/o +r ( 2 T= 10ns, and i0 = 2 A, using v = c/3 = l.0X 10' m/s in
,r 4,z c + (z (a) and v = c = 3.0x 10 m/s in (b). The fields are comput-

ed at an altitude z = 5 m and at ranges of 1, 10, and 100 m.
( Z- Z' Z ) As we shall discuss later, these lengths, times, and currents

/°to "I2 +(Z- _Z".)2 ] /2 (rl + Z2)3/2 may be scaled to obtain the electric and magnetic fields

0 + shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) for different sets of input pa-
2vr2) rameters. The lengths, time, and currents used for the spe-

4I1ToC2 r2 + (z - z )2 ]3/2 cific example were chosen to motivate comparison with an
et.periment which could be performed on a football field.

The turn-on terms are zero once the fields from the top of The analytical solutions for both the long and the short
the antenna have reached P (r,,z); and the values of z" is pulse c..ses have been translated into a simple computer
H1, the height of the channel. Thus for all times t, such that program. The program input consists of the specification of

H/v + RH/c <I < c, (23) the field point, the antenna height, the pulse width and

Eqs. (20H22) become amplitude. A listing of the Fortran code is available from
the authors.

B~#, l)= obo r z-H
4irr k(r +Z)112 [r + (z - H)21/2) DISCUSSION

(24) We now discuss some of the more interesting features of
the electric and magnetic field waveforms shown in Fig. 4.

E/(0t : = r r (a) After the current has stopped flowing and after the
E,(r,,zt) - tn [ 3

/ 
2  + /2 appropriate propagation delay, the magnetic field is zero at

41re0 [rl + (z - H )+all field points as is evident from Eq. (5). As a result of the
two equidistant equal and opposite charges, the horizontal

(25) component of the electric field at z = H /2 is also zero, as is
evident from Eqs. (1) and (6). The vertical component of the

and electric field atz = H /2 is constant at

E.(r,,zt) 10t( z-H z_ ) E,(r4,,H/2,1) = - (Q/414reo)H/Ir' + (H/2)2]31/2,
41ero  [r2 +(z-H)2 ]1n (r2+z)/i " (29)

which follows from Eqs. (2) and (7).
(26) (b) At a distance of 100 m, the electric and magnetic

fields are essentially due to the radiation component. Ini-
Equations (15-H 17), (20H22), and (24H26) comprise a tially, magnetic and the vertical electric fields have exactly

complete description of the electromagnetic fields due to the same shape as the current pulse. When this current
the positive component of current shown in Fig. 3(a). The pulse reaches the top of the antenna and "turns off," it
field expressions for the negative current component produces a "mirror image" in these field waveforms: that
shown in Fig. 3(b) are obtained by advancing all times by T, is, it produces fields which have exactly the same shape as
i.e., substituting I = t + T, and using I = - Io in the equa- the current pulse but are of opposite polarity. This effect
tions derived for the positive step. We leave this exercise for has been previously discussed.
the reader. The electromagnetic fields due to the positive (c) We discuss now the structure of the waveforms at
and negative current components may then be summed to close distances (about I m) as shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic
obtain the fields due to the square current pulse of duration field attains its peak value at a time when the current pulse
T. is at approximately at the same altitude as the field point,

These are two separate cases to consider, a "long" and a that is, at the time of closest approach to the field point.
"short" pulse. When the pulse is relatively short, i.e., The magnetic field peak is essentially due to the induction

component of the total magnetic field. The electric fields at
Ro/c + T< RH/c + H Iv, (27) this range are primarily due to the electrostatic component
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of the total electric fields. We have assumed that the posi- negative charge is always in the negative radial direction as
tive component of the antenna current begins at : = 0, and the pulse propagates up the antenna from 0 to H. As long as
the negative component at i = T. Since the current is uni- the pulse is below the field point, the positive charge is
form except at the discontinuous front, charge can only be closer to the field point and hence makes a larger contribu-
accumulated at the front. In particular, at some time tion to the horizontal electric field as compared with that of
t 0t> T), a charge Q, = lot is accumulated at the front, an the negative charge. The positive contribution reaches its
equal and opposite charge accumulation taking place at peak as the positive charge reaches the height of the field
z' = 0. At that instant, the negative current component has point. As the charges continue to propagate up the chan-
a charge Q_ = 1o(1 - T) accumulated at its front, with an nel, the negative charge reaches the height of the field point
equal and opposite accumulaton taking place at z' = 0. and the horizontal electric field has a pronounced negative
Thus at z' = 0 there is a fixed charge equal to - 1,7 As the peak. The time separation between the positive and the
pulse propagates up the channel, the positive and negative negative peaks is T, the width of the pulse. The transition
charges at the respective current fronts also travel up the from the positive to the negative peak occurs continuously,
channel producing electrostatic fields at close range, a the field being zero at approximately the time when the
good approximation to which are found using Coulomb's charges are equidistant from the field point. With the cur-
law. The field from each charge is therefore inversely pro- rent pulse now completely above the field point the field
portional to the square of the distavce from the charge to contribution from the closer negative charge dominates
the field point. The horizontal and v 'itical components of until the pulse reaches the top of the channel and turns off,
these electric fields are determined by the angle from the leavitij a charge Q = + .oT, which together with the
charge to the field point, charge - IoTat z' = 0, yields a net zero horizontal electric

We first explain the shape of the horizontal component field for all further time.
of the electric field. The field from the positive .a targe is We discuss now the shape of the vertical component of
always in the positive radial direction and the field from the the electric field. As the pulse moves up the channel, the

0 x,10 T

-** t 32C no

E- '' "T4 0 0 f t V /

. _ n - 320n|i

qE, E, 1W

ojne I 1 32.7 In Fig. 4. Calculated magnetic flux density,
13 SVtm 0.02M horizontal electnc field intensity, and

1.3 Is W vertical electric field intensity produced
U. vyn by a current pulse of width 10 ns and

magnitude 2 A in vertical antenna of 10
(a) m height at distances of tin (left), 10 m

(center), and 100 m (right) from the an-
3. 3 tenna and at a height of z =5 mn. The

2n500 wavcforms shown in (a) are for v = c/3

ILTI T 
1 1 T and in (b) for v = c

Ert IE, ,r
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positive charge is initially closer to the field point than the same as those shown with ime and distance scales on the
negative charge and hence the net field is in the positive z figures increased by a factor of 500. Note that since length
direction. However, as the positive charge moves by the and time are both scaled by the same factor, velocity is
altitude of the field point, it produces a field reversal in the maintained constant.
vertical component of electric field. For a short time (ap- (h) We have derived an anilytical solution for the electric
proximately equal to the pulse width) the contributions to and magnetic fields generated by a pulse of current propa-
the vertical electric field due to the positive and the nega- gating up an antenna, If the width of this pulse is made
tive charges are both in the negative z direction and hence arbitrarily small, the resultant fields may be used to deter-
there is a sharp dip in the field which reaches its negative mine the fields from any arbitrary time-varying current
maximum at about the time when the positive and the neg- propagating up the same antenna. By the Superposition
ative charges are symmetrical with respect to the field Principle the solution for the c-se of an arbitrary current
point. As the pulse continues its upward propagation be- may be written as an appropriate summation of the solu-
yond this point, the negative vertical electric field decreases tions due to the component pulse currents. This result
and passes through zero. The field increases in the positive stems directly from the linearity property embodied in
z direction when the negative charge is a little above the Maxwell's equations and is analogous to the concept of
field point. As the current pulse continues upward, the in- using the pulse response of a discrete linear system to ob-
creasing distance from the field point results in a reduction tain its response due to any arbitrary excitation." Let us
in the net positive field. When the pulse reaches the top of assume that the field solution due to a short current pulse
the channel and is turned off, it leaves a charge Q, = JoTat 1j (t) of unit amplitude and width Tis given by F.(t). Any
the top of the channel, which together with the charge of arbitrary current I (t ) can be written as
Q_ = - 1oT at z' = 0, produces a net negative vertical N- I
electric field. Thus, to produce this final negative field, an- I(t) I [I(kT)I,(t - kT)], (30)
other field zero occurs as the current pulse reaches the top k -0

of the antenna. where we assume that the total interval of interest is from 0
The radiation field, which represents a significant frac- toNT.ThefieldsolutionF(t)duetothecurrentI(t)isfound

tion of the total fields at distances beyond the close range from the convolution summation6

and discussed in (b) above, is still present at close ranges,
but is relatively small, and is completely masked by the N-1

large electrostatic component of the total electric field. F(t) = , [I(kT)F.(t - kT)]. (31)
(d) At intermediate distances (about 10 m), the electros- k-0

tatic, induction, and the radiation components all contri- This summation can be easily carried out on a computer. In
bute to the total electric fields; the induction and the radi-
ation components both contribute to the magnetic field. general, this time-domain approach is computationaly
The radiation peaks due to the current "turn on" and "turn more efficient than the standard frequency domain analy.
off," both at z' = 0, and at z' = H, are readily indentified in sis4 and allows for considerably more physical insight.
the field waveforms.

(e) Comparing the waveforms obtained in Fig. 4(a) for ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
v = c/3 and in Fig. 4(b) for v = c, we observe that the differ- The work reported here was funded in part by the De-
ence in the velocity of the propagating pulses does not ap- partment of Energy (DE-AC02-81 RA50570), the National
preciably alter the overall shape of the fields but does Science Foundation (ATM-79-02627), the National Aero-
change amplitudes and time scales. At 1-m range we note nautics and Space Administration, Kennedy Space Center
that there is added structure on the waveforms for v = c. (NGR-10-005-169), and the Office of Naval Research
Also for v = c, the peak magnitude of the magnetic field is (N00014-8 I-K-0177). We also wish to thank Markus Zahn,
larger, whereas the peak horizontal and vertical electric Massachusetts Institute of Technology, for his critical re-
fields have decreased compared to the case with v, = c/3. view and valuable comments.
The radiation fields at 100-m range for v = c have peak
amplitudes three times larger than those for v = c/3, be-
cause the radiation fields are directly proportional to v as
shown by Uman et al.', as is evident from Eqs. (15) through
(17). For the intermediate distance, i.e., 10 m, the wave-
forms for the two velocities are similar, but again the radi- I
ation peaks are three times larger for the case v = c.

(f) The transient vertical electric fields at all ranges gen-
erated by the charging current considered here are larger in
peak amplitude than the final static field values. The final L 11 Y
static field is only a function of the charge transferred to the
ends of the anteitna. 1,T. All field components scale with
Io. However, Tcan be made large enough so that final field
values exceed the transient fields at all ranges.

(g) If length, time, and current used in the problem de-
scribed here are multiplied by a factorf, the same wave-
forms shown in Figs. 4(a) and 1b) for the electric and mag-
netic fields are obtained for the new distance and time Fig 5 Definition of geometical factors used in the derivation of the
scales. For example, forf = 500. H = 5 km, 1, = I kA, and ek-cinc and magnetic fields at any arbitrary point due to a current Wary-

T-= 5 p5, the fields at D = 500 m, 5 km, a d 50ikm are the rg dipoleat theongin.
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APPENDIX A We can expand Eq. (AS) as follows:

The electric field intensity E4R,t) and the magnetic flux -, = IoL [I At - R /c)
density B(R,I ) at any lrbitrary point R in space due to an4ir IR r
arbitrary current i(R',) in a small isolated dipole of length )
L may be derived in the time donain from Maxwell's equa- + i 1c),. - GR- I a0.
tions in terms of the vector potential A(R, j)': Jr a .

B(R,) = VXA(R,t), (Al) Substituting Eqs. (A7) and (AS) into the above equation, we
find

E(R,t) = cJ[A(R,tV( + 2 V -A(R't]dt  (A2) B(r,,z,t}= r ci(i - R c)

where 341 
at

, A(R't)= PL i(iR',t - 'R-R" )] 'R-R }'), (A3) + 3 ( - 1)] 21 A9)
C the desired relation for the magnetic flux density.

and we have use I the usual notation of representing field We now determine the electric field from Eq. (A2). We

points by unpriined coordinates and source points by begin by finding

primed coordinates. V-A _ j i( t-RAc})
Equations (A I HA3) will now be applied to the case of a A z 4r & \R

small dipole located at the origin f the coordinate systemR
shown in Fig. 5. Since the problem under consideration has = I Bli(t- R)
cylindrical symmetry, we shall compute the electric and 41r Bz c(t
magnetic fields in a cylindrical coordinate system. Uman et (A 10)
al." have solved the identical problem using spherical co- Since there is no variation, the gradient operator becomes
ordinates. Consider the point P (rO,z) in Fig. 5 at which we
wish to determine the fields. Using R' = 0 in Eq. (A3), we V = a, r a
obtain Br az

Thus the integrand in Eq. (A2) is
A(Rt) /1 1(0,t - R ic) L ) a2 = A,(R,: )a,. (A4) V(A) r I ig- c)

41r V(V-) = i4m [Br7 a e-R B )
From Eq. (Al) we find -a -. ,, -R 1c)) I a

B(r,=,zt) VXA - r

4r BzR Bz

oL a (i(t -R/C)a "  (AS) - i (ZLi(t-Rc) )a. (All)
41r d R 8z (R z\ 3

Since
Expanding Eq. (A 11), we find

r'=x2 +y' and R2 =r 2 +z 2, (A6) V(VA) = [I i(t - R /c) ( r i(t - R /c)
it follows that oL/4 T R "rdz 4 R Bz

ar 3r .

and z ilt - R/c) a
a [j(-1 RR- 3  Br -a

where primes denote derivatives with respect to the whole + [ 2 R ( -]
argument, t - R c. Hence, we find the following relation
between the tim2 derivative and the radial space derivative - Rc)Rz (
-o 1'(Q- 3)= A 'Q,,-.)) t )] -1 )

I i~ _l] r_! j( _R(A)z ~ c (A12)
In a derivation similar to that leading to Eq.(A7), it can be

We will also need the following relation in the derivative to shown thatfollow: r [(i t .R)1= _ z i(t-R/c) A13)

r()= -  3 (A) 8 ' C) cR at
5rR RAPs and that
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ait-_R/ C) -a z d i( - R /P Hence we can write the second term on the rght ofEq. (A2)
d2 . 4kCR at as

At- R /c ) + ,tr- I ] V(VAL ( )
- lai( -R/C) + C 3rz i t

t CR B cR (c)

I i t-R/c)+ rz i(t - R /c)

cR at c2 R 3  at

c+R2 71t+( - RclC)iN t-R)

AA4 2 2 ati2,-- R ).] i ,

Similarly, it may be shewn that (A 14) + 2 a -R /C) &

t9i(: - R Ic) = zr ai(t - R c) C2RA3 at A
draz cR 3  at where we have used the relation

zr dMi(t - R 1c) (AIS) C2 = 1/oEo. (AI8)
A 2 From Eq. (A4), we have

Substituting Eqs. (A), and (A13H15) into Eq. (A12), we
arrive at 8A- c L (1 i(t-R 1c) z A19)
V(V.A) I (zr di(t - R 1c) at1 4rrEOC2 R at /
oL /141r  R 3 ( and thus we are in a position to write down the complete

R t )expression for E from Eq. (A2). If we write
zr ~ 2i(t - R/c) ) E = Ea, + E~a2, (A20)+ c2R 2 at /

the components in Eq. (A20) may be obtained by substitut-
r ( zj(z - R IC/) ing Eqs. (A17) and (A 19) into Eq. (A2):
Rj~ R at /E,(ro6zt)

+lzr "(t %c) L [ o3rz ' R + 3----iz t

z ( r ai(t-R/c)M, rz di(t- R/c) (A21)
R'k cR "t /J 2,R at I+ IL(-_I ' :2 -R ) and 2ZR cR+ cR atR  E,{rz,o t) = L rl-- i (r- o~
z z ai(t - R 1c) an

RcR dt r2 it -R /c).A

AC
2 R 3 . at IJ (A22)

c ) + 'R5 (t ') The three equations (A9), (A2 I), and (A22) represent thefield solution due to a small dipole at the origin. If the( t- aittR/c))la2  dipole lies along the z axis at an arbitrary source coordinate

R 3 cR dt z', the field may be obtained by substituting (z - z') for z in
[+z 3rz a(t - R /c) Eqs. (A9), (A21), and (A22).

-RS k C cR 4  at
APPENDIX B

+ 2 4- 2 In this Appendix we write down the solution for the
magnetic and electric fields at any point for the case of a

3 l ishort pulse,

" R5  R)( C) Rodc+ T<RH/c+H/v. (BI)

" 32 1 i(t - R 1c) The equations given here are obtained from Eqs. 1 5H17),
( \ c cR2) Cat (20H22), and (24H26) ckrived in the text, and their coun-

2 2 di(t - R ,cl terparts for the negative current pulse. For brevity, we pre-

c2R I t I- R ] a,. (A 16) sent the equations in the compact form below.
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( az - z,) +,
,B,(r, zt) = (f2+(1z/2) + 1 + z - ]

4vr [2 +(Z- Z 4Vr2 )

PIZ- z,) -c[ +1z z6)]) ,2)
-[r1+v(z -- )] /2  where the coefficients a, z,. etc., at any time t may be se-

r +lected from the matrix row below:

a z. .i zg y Zr  6 z

t < Ro/c 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

t = oC 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

Roc < I < T + Ro/c 1 0 1 zo,.. : z; . 0 0

t = T+ Rdc 1 0 1 z;. I z;_ I 0

T + Ro/c < tH /v + R./c I Z.. 1 z;.. I z.. I z..

H/v+R./c< t<T+H/v+R/c I z' _. I H 0 0 1 z.

T+H/v+RH/c<f<o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

E,(r,,zt) lo 1 atr j r OrT + lr ( 71Z - Zr)

41reo [,,+(z-zj) 3 2  [r+(zz) 2]3/  (r2+Z2)112 / 4tc 2  [r2+(z Z) 2 J/2

6(z - Z6) '), (B3)
[r2 + (Z- _ ,)2 1]3/

0 ( at (z - Z) fl(Z-- ) _ en
41rco [r2 + z -z.)2 1,2 r+ (Z _ O)2 ]3/2 r+ Z2)3/2)

4i '" [r2 + (z- z ,)2 3/2 P'2 + (z - jz ' (B4)

where the coefficients are defined below:

a z. 6 ZO " Z' 6 Zs 0

t < Ro/C 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

t=R'/c 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

Roc < I < T -t- R/c I z,,.. t 0 1 zo, 0 0 0

t= T+ xdc I 4 I z;.4 1 0 0

T +,Ro/c<tH/v+ R,/c I z'.. t-T z' I z;., 1 z" I

H/v+RH/c<t<T+H/v+Rj/c 1 H t-T z'_ 0 0 1 z.. 1

T+H/v+ R/c<t<co 1 H 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

The values for z;_. and z'. in the matrices above are determined from Eq. (19) for the positive and negative pulses,

respectively.

"Pretent address. Bell Laboratones, Holmdel, NJ 07733. 'H. 1. Schmitt, C. W. Harnson. Jr., and C. S. Williams. Jr. Trans. IEEE

'J. A. Stratton, Electromagnetic Theory(McGraw-Hill, New York, 1941), AP-14, p. 120-127 (March 1966).

pp. 175-176 'M. A. Uman. D. K. McKain, and E P. Knder. Am I Phys 43, 33-38
2L. M. Mapd. Electromagnetic Fields, Energy and Wav'es (Wiley, New 11975).

York, 1972), pp. 159-162. 'K Ojata, Modern Control Engineenng (Prentice-Hall, New York, 1976),

'M. Zahn, Electromagnetic Field Theory: A Problem Solving Approach pp. 218-210

(Wiley, New York, 1979), p 231
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Variation in Light Intensity With Height and Time From Subsequent
Lightning Return Strokes

DOUGLAS M. JOR )AN AND MARTIN A. UMAN

Department of Elecrical Engineering . Unirersity ,of Florida

Relative light intensity has been measured photop fically as a function of height and time for
seven subsequent return strokes in two lightning if-ilns at ranges of 7,11 and 8.7 km. The film used was
Kodak 5474 Shellburst. which has a roughly constant spectral response between .0 and 670 rm. The
time resolution was about 1.0 ps. and the spatial resolution was about 4 m The obcrved light signals
consisted o( a fast rise to peak. followed by a slower decrease to a relatively constant value. The
amplitude of the initial light peak decreases exponentially with height with a decay constant of about
0.6 to 0.8 km. The 10% to 80% rise time of the initial light signal is between I and 4 As near Ipound and
increases by an additional I to 2 As by the time the return stroke reaches the cloud base. a height
between I and 2 km. The light intensity 30jus after the initial peak is relatively constant with height and
has an amplitude that is 15% to 30% of the initial peak near the ground and 54% to 100% of the initial
peak at cloud base. The logarithm of the peak light intensity near the ground is roughly proportional to
the initial peak electric field intensity, and this in turn implies that the current decrease with height may
be much slower than the light decrease. The absolute light intensity has been estimated by integrating
the photographic signals from individual channel segments to simulate the calibrated all-sky photoelec-
tnc data of Guo and Krider (1982). Using this method. Ae find that the mean peak radiance near the
ground is 8.3 x I0W W/m, with a total range from 1.4 x 1W" to 3.8 x 10h W/m.

INTRODUCTION THE EXPERIMENT

There is very little information in the lightning literature The data to be presented were recorded during the sum-
regarding the light produced by subsequent return strokes as mer of 1979 at a site in Wimauma, Florida, southeast of
a function of height and time. Schonland el dl. 11935, p. 6181 Tampa. To support the streak photographic measurements.
have desribed Boys camera data which indicate that "Un- there were videotapes from a five-station television network
branched subsequent strokes show an effect of the same covering an area of 400 km2 , still photographs, time-to-
character (as the first stroke). for the intensity of the bright thunder records, and electric field measurements. The elec-
luminosity decreases in general from the base upwards. No tric fields from close lightning were recorded with equipment
case has yet been observed in which the trunk luminosity having a 3-db frequency response that extended from 0.3 Hz
was greatest at the cloud end of the discharge.." Schonland to 1.5 MHz (Lin el at.. 19791. Simultaneously, the fields
11956. p. 594) later ieported that "the luminosity of the about 50 km from the primary observation site were record-
streamer tends to decrease as it travels upwards but the ed by University of Arizona researchers [Weidman and
effect is not very marked." Boyle and Orville (19761 show Krider, 1980).
curves of light vs. time derived from streak photography for Return strokes were streak photographed by using a
two heights on one subsequent stroke channel. Here we Beckman and Whitley model 351 streaking camera in a
present the first detailed measurements of the relative light fashion very similar to that described by Idone and Orville
intensity as a function of height and time for subsequent 119821. The streaking camera shutters were triggercc t-, the
return strokes. (We use the word "intensity" as it is light irom the first stroke of the flash, were opened in about 7
commonly used in the lightning and other literature. i.e., as ms, and remained open for 0.5 s. Thus the camera could be
the amount of light reaching an emulsion. rather than as it is oper.ated in daylight, but only subsequent strokes were
defined scientifically, i.e.. the flux per unit solid angle ret orded. The 0.5-s exposure time was chosen so as to
emitted by a point source.) The data were obtained by using capture as many strokes in the flash as possible without
the technique of streak photography, excessive film exposure as a result of background light..

The characteristics of the return-stroke light, to the extent Typically, two or three flashes. corresponding to a I- to 2-s
that these characteristics relate to the return-stroke current, total exposure time, could be recorded in daylight under
contain important information for deriving and testing mod- storm conditions. The film velocity obtained with the Beck-
els of return-stroke currents. For example, a preliminary man and Whitley drum rotating at speeds of 50 to 70 rps
analysis of the data presented in this paper has enabled !revolutions per second) was approximately 0.04 mm/lis.
Master et al. 119811 to modify the model of Lin et al. 11980]. and this with the spatial resolution of the digitization process
which relates the channel current to measured electric and discussed in the next paragraph proided a time resolution of
magnetic fields, to take into account the variation of peak about 0.5 As on the film. Kodak 5474 Shellburst film was
current with height. used because of its antihalation properties and because of

the mechanical strength associated with the "'grey base"
option. Kodak 5474 Shellburst has an ASA rating of approxi-
mately 125 and a spectral response that is roughly constant

Paper number 3C0602. from 300 to 670 nm [Eastman Kodak Company, 19741.
0148-0.27831003C-0602W5 00 The film images were analyzed with a Photomation MKII
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TABLE i. A Listing of thc Stroke% Analyzed the image channel is negligibly small. The problem has two running

Stroke Stroke a.pects: that of the actual size of the channel and that of the this cab

Time Distance Number Identifier size of a thin bright source imaged on the film. The actual 10 km
220651. UT 78 km channel diameier is probably in the range I to 10 cm. as indicaL

July 27. 1979 2 2 indicated from recent photographic measurements [e.g., magnit
3 3 Evans and Walker. 1963; Orville el al.. 19741 and most other of the
5 5 physical evidence (e.g.. fulgarities. scais on trees. etc.. seewould
6 6 Uman 119711). although Connor 119681 and Connor and light in'

224645. UT 1.7 kr7 Barasch 119681 have reported on unusual lightning channels In a

Jut) 27. 1979 2 B that apparently are tens of meters in diameter. To calibrate illumi"

3 C the optical system and film for possible image broadening order t
resulting from halation and other effects characteristic of The fil
thin but bright sources, an experimental determination of the velocil

microdensitometer manufactured by Optronics Internation- effect of source intensity on image width, similar to that samph

al. The spatial resolution of the digitization on the photo- discussed by Evans and Walker. was performed. This cali- xenon

graphic emulsion was 25.0 1L. The images were aligned 'ay bratlon consisted of imaging a 0.2-mm slit at a distance of posed

hand in the holder of the densitometer, a digitizvtron was I-m onto the film. the slit being illuminated from the rear by using

performed, and the resultant data were transferrd ,. nine- a single falsh of 3-js duration from a General Radio 1531-A comp;'

track digital tape. Strobatac xenon lamp. The spectrum of the xenon lamp has quatel,

The data for seven subsequent strokes from two flashes a numler of peaks in the 300- to 500-nm range. falls to one- as wel

are summarized in Table I. Number or letter identifiers are half value at about 600 nm. to one.tenth value at 1000 nm, the ph

given for each stroke in the flash according to the stroke and has several small subsidiary peaks in the 800- to 1000-nm tomet,

order, and these identifiers are used in the subsequent (infrared) range. The same Kodak stepped-density wedge not a l

figures and elsewhere, that was used in the film linearity calibration was placed we cc

To obtain relative light intensity on a calibrated scale, behind the slit. In the absence of image broadening. the 0.2- measti

three factors need to be determined: (1) the distance to the mm slit should have had a width on the film of 0.01 mm or 10 scale,

strokes; (2) the object size, given both the stroke distance IL. The images obtained at two light intensities with a Fin.

and image size; and (3) the relative light intensity, given the microdensitometer stmple size of 25.0 $L are shown in Figure One 0
measured film density. 2. The two light intct:sity peaks are representative of all in the

1. The 22:06:51 UT flash on July 27. 1979 (whose observed strokes, except ihe single and brightest-identified of the

strokes are identified as 2, 3, 5, 6. 7), was located at a as C. The image full widths at half of peak value are from

distance of 7.8 km by time to thunder. This flash also equivalent to a time of about I j&s if the streak camera were adjac,

appeared on one of the television cameras. According to the film '

electric field records, the flash had a total of 13 strokes, of _oeo Tht

which six occurred within the 0.5-s exposure time of the from

streak camera, and five strokes produced sufficient film
density to be analyzable. The 22:46:45 UT July 27, 1979,
flash (whose two subsequent strokes are identified as B and
C) struck near a power substation, causing an accurately /
timed circuit-breaker lockout and burning through an over- /
head wire. The distance to the broken wire was known and
was confirmed by time to thunder and by the television 100

network. The flash had three strokes and was at a distance of
8.7 km. A photographic still image was also obtained for this
flash.

2. The relation between object and image size was
determined by measuring an image on the streak camera that
was obtained while the camera drum was stationary. The
image was digitized and was displayed on a plotter such that J
the number of sa. les between two objects of high contrast
with toe iackground could be determined.. The objects used
were two power poles 16.8 m apart at a distance of 153 m,

3. A strip of film was exposed for 0.5 s, using a panchro-
matic source through a standard neutral density stepped
wedge. Then both the stepped-wedge density and the devel.
oped-film density were digitized on the densitometer, and
from these data the film calibration was determined. A plot F
showing the resultant relative light intensity vs. film density Fi

is shown in Figure I. A supporting film calibration per. FILMENSITY (rom
formed with a time-varying source is discussed in the Fig. I Relative light intensmty vs, film density detcimmned by in)ai

exposing a film strip through a step wedge and companng the mi iparagraph after next. resultant film density with a direct microdenwtometer reading of the tma
A potential source of error in measuring the time variation step wedge The microdenstometer wa calibrated n uits of diffuse than

of light intensity comes when one assumes that the width of density tght

aM..
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running at normal speed. The 0.2-mm slit that was used for 60
this calibration corresponds to a channel diameter of 2.0 m at
10 km. As noted above, most available physical evidence
indicates that the channel width is almost two orders of
magnitude less than 2.0 m. Therefore the spatial distribution
of the image of even a relatively large-diameter channel
would cause less than I-ps error in the time-resolved relative 50
light intensity.

In a final calibration experiment, the 0.2-mm slit was
illuminated by the strobe and was imaged on moving film in
order to test the time response of the film and optical system.
The film velocity was 70 rps, corresponding to a linear film
velocit, of 0.06 mm/ps, and this gave a time between 25.0 IL 40
samples of 0.42 ps. Figure 3 shows the light intensity of the >
xenon source measured with a linear photodetector superim- r
posed on the relative light intensity obtained from the film Z
Lsing tht calibration in Figure 1. The light intensity is i-

comparable to that of the observed strokes. The film ade- Z

quately reproduces a 20%-80% rise to peak of about 1.0 ps, 1 30
aas well as the overall xenon lamp pulse shape measured by a

the photodetector, thus lending strong support to the densi- .. * = Film
tometer calibration and indicating that reciprocity failure is W
not a problem. On the basis of the data in Figures 1. 2. and 3 Curve = Photodiode
we conclude that the system used had the capability of -
measuring return-stroke relative light intensity on a time 2

scale of 1.0 Aas or less.
Finally, we list several other potential sources of error.

One of the most critical parameters is the velocity of the film
in the streak camera. The velocity determines the time scale
of the relative light intensity measurement and is determined
from the signal generated by a magnetic pickup mounted 10
adjacent to the camera drum., In the present experiment the
film velocity was measured with an error of less than 1%.

The two-dimensional height of the channel is computed
from the range to the discharge, and both the range and

so 0

0 2 4 6 8 10
70 TIME IN/psec

Fig 3. Time-resolved image of a 0.2-mm slit I m from the streak
60 camera lens illuminated by a xenon source as measured by a

photodetector (solid line) and from film (crosses). Photodetector
data were normalized to the peak light intensity from film, and the

50 peak values of photodetector and film data were aligned to occur at
Z the same time. Relative light intensity is in the same units as shown

in Figure I.
04O

30 channel height errors are estimated to be on the order of
10%. not significant for the purposes of the present study.
The effect of a nonvertical or tortuous channel can cause

20 additional errors in bo.h height and length of isolated chan-

nel segments. For tbe strokes studied the vertical sections
to resolved by the microdensitometer scans were about 4 m.

25 OUm"Atmospheric scattering. if significant, could lengthen the
-- e I- ,measured-light rise times. and therefore the actual rise times

1 JAWmay be shorter than measured.
(81 tbt The final possible errors are due to the microdensitometer.

Fig. 2 Spatial distribution of the still image of a 0 2-mm slit I m One of these is due to errors in the mechanical positioning of
from the camera lens. Distributions are shown for two intensities: the film strip on the densitometer. This "tilt" angle was
ta) and bl. The slit was illuminated by the xenon flash pulse shown measured to be less than 5* and does not introduce a
in Figure 3. If the film had been moving with a linear velocity of 0.06
mm/As, the %idth of the spatial distribution would contribute less significant error in the relative light intensit data, The
than I 0 Ats to the nse time as the time scale shown indicates. The second error introduced b the microdensitometer is that of
light Initensity scale is in the same units as that shown in Figure I density noise. This noise is always about ±4 densitt units
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Fig. 4. Film density vs. height and time for stroke 5. Note that in these plots the bottom of the channel is at the top of
the plot.

and causes some measurement uncertainty In the light peak, and (4) the initial peak value of the electric field
intensity plots the microdensitometer noise was either in- intensity.
creased or reduced relative to the peak signal, depending From these measurements we plot the following: peak initi
upon the average background density. The resultant light light vs. height (Figure 6), light rise time vs. height (Figure will
intensity noise was averaged by eye in making the measure- 7), light 30 s after peak value vs. height (Figure 8), the ratio FiSt
ments discussed next. of peak light to 30 , s value vs. height (Figure 9). the sub,

logarithm of peak light near the ground vs. peak initial sub,
DATA electric field (Figure 10), and total light as would be viewed witl

In Figure 4 we show, as an example of the data, the film by an all-sky detector vs. time (Figure 1 1) arig
density profiles at various heights for stroke 5. Density is brig
plotted instead of relative light intensity to give the reader a Discussion
view of the raw data, including the noise mentioned in the The straight-line least square fits in Figure 6 show that the witi
preceding paragraph. In Figure 5 we show the corresponding initial peak of the light radiation by a subsequent return The
relative light intensity profile for a 4-m channel section near stroke decays exponentially with height. The height decay The
the ground of stroke 5 correlated with close and distant constant is about 0.6 km for B and C and about 0.8 km for 7, 8 c
electric fields. The light vs. time curves are consistent with 3, 5, and 6. The difference in the decay constant for the two 8 c
the wave shapes observed by Boyle and Orville [19761. On flashes may be due, in part, to differing channel geometries. o
data of the type shown in Figure 5 we have made the One additional stroke from a flash recorded in Gainesville in no'
following measurements: (1)the magnitude of the initial peak 1980 showed a similar decrease with height, but the film h,
light value, (2) the time it takes the relative light intensity to density value was too low to ,ollow adequate analysis. and dec
incease from 20% to 80% of the initial peak value. (3) the hence we have not included it in this paper. The implication dee
value of the relative light intensity 30 As after the initial of the decrease in initial peak light with height is that the Th
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* ~20 ~w

tt

24 voltsimetm

Fig. 5. Relative light intensity for 4 m of channel near ground correlated with electric field % aveforms f)r stroke 5.
The top trace is the relative unitthi intensity. The middle trace is the electric field waveform taken at the University of
Florda research site at a distance of 7.8 km from the flash. The bottom trace is the waveform from a Universit) of
Arizona research site at a distance of approximately 50 km.

initia' %:urrent peak must also decrease, a result which we value since the vertical spread in the data of Figure 9 is much
will l'i-uss further in the oaragraph after next. The results of less than the spread in either Figure 6 or Figure 8.
Figure 6 are not consistent with the most recent view of The above observations imply that the subsequent return
Scho'landd 119561, who indicated that the luminosity of tl., stroke consists of an initial impulsive current which decays
%ucuequent return stroke does not have a marked decrease with height and that this is followed by a current that is
with heght. but th,. are, more or less, in agreement with the roughly constant with height. In the return stroke model of
earlier claim of Schonland et al. [1935., p. 618] that "the Lin et al. 11980). the initial electric radiation field is propor-
bright luminosity decre,%ses in general from the base up." tioal to the initial ,:urrent near ground which subsequently

A% shown in Figure 7, the initial light rise time increases propagates up the channel. The range of ,absequent stroke
with height, indicating a loss of higher-frequency compo- peak currents derived by using the model o Lin et al. 11980),
nents in the light signal. ana probabi) zurrent, with altitude, the field values from Figure 10. and a return stroke velocity
The observation of i roughly uniform light intensity as a of I x 108 m/s (Idone and Orille. 1982] is 9 kA to 34 kA,
functuon of height 30 jas after the initial peak shown in Figure with a mean of 17 kA-values in good agreement with the
8 can be interpreted to indicate both that a ur'form current subsequent stroke tower measurements of Berger et al.
flov s in the channel at and after this time and that there are (19751.
no substantial differences in the atmospheric scattering with From Figure 10. the logan'hm of the light intensity peak
height. Figure 9 shows ihat the 30-As light value is 15% to extrapolated to the bottom of the channel by using Figure 6
30'; of the peak light near the ground but, as the peak is shown to be roughly proportional to the initial electric field
d&crmaies with height, become: 50 to 100% at cloud base. peak. The correlation coefficient is 0.98, %khich for 5 degrees
The 30-jis light value is obviously correlatedi with the peak of freedom implies a significant correlation at the 0. 1% lesel.
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000 The return-stroke model of Lin et al, (19M) predicts a
current after the initial peak that decreases in an upward
direction because of the decrease of charge per unit length

Cstored on the leader's corona envelope and the use of current

sources to simulate the discharge of this corona envelope.
Since the light after the peak is relatively uniform with
height, it appears that the model needs further refinement in
treating the corona charge and current.

too- Guo and Krider 119821 have measured the total optical
2 power vs. time from return strokes by using an all-sky

photoelectric system. We can use their data for subsequent
strokes to obtain a rough calibration of our photographic
results, although the spectral responses of the film and the

'A/ photoelectric systems are not identical. We simulated the all-
- sky data of Guo and Krider by adding the light from

, succeeding channel heights and assuming a return-stroke
1o/ velocity of I x 10 m/s (done and Orville, 19821, Curves

obtained are shown in Figure II, where the scale on the left
of the figure is in relative light intensity units. The absolute
scale in watts on the right of Figure II is determined by
assuming that our largest and smallest simulated all-sky
output correspond to the largest and smallest values, respec-
tively, measured by Guo and Krider. In the present case this
is a reasonable approach, since both sets of data span about

, t ,, , I order of magnitude, and the resultant mean light intensi-
ELECTRIC FIELD WV/,i ties, 2.7 x 10- W/m from our data and 2.5 x 10 W/m from

Fig. 10. Peak relative light intensity for 4 m of channel on a Guo and Krider, are very similar., The calibration factor for
logarithmic scale vs peak electric field. Relative light intensity our data found in this way is 4.6 x 104 W/m per relative light
peaks are extrapolated to the bottom of the channel from the data in intensity unit., This power should be considered to be in the
Figure 6. Electric field measurements were made at 7.8 km for 2. 3, spectal bandwidth of the photoelectric detector used by
5. 6, and 7 and at 8.7 km for B and C. No adjustments in the data Guo and Krider roughly from 400 to about 1100 nm. Ithave been made for the different distances. follows from Figure 6, which gives the relative light intensity

for 4-m sections of channel, that the peak light intensities
calculate the return-stroke electric and magnetic fields to be near ground vary between 1.4 x l0s and 3.8 x 106 W/m, with
expected above ground level, They also calculated the fields a mean of 8.3 x l0s W/m. The peak values are 1.8 to 3.8
for a current which did not decrease with height. Apparent- times the average values obtain-d from the all-sky simula-
ly. the proper assumption is between these two extremes. tion, with a mean value of 2.5.
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Fig II. Relative l:ght intensity as would be viewed by an all-sky detector Curves arc dcriscd h, integrating
reldtive light Intensity from succe,sivel) highei channel sections delayed b) the appropric time to "imulaitc a return
stroke velocity of I x 10" ns On the left ordinate i% the relatise light intensit) detecd hor1 Integrting the meaured
data On the right ordinate is fitted the absolute intensity scale from (;uo and KAd,'r 19811
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Guo and Krider 11982) have shown that the experimental Eastman Kodak Company. Kodak Pam. P-55. Rochester. N.Y..
ratio of the radiance per unit length of channel to either the 194.

field or the square of the electric field for each stroke Evans. W. H.. and It. L. Walker. High-speed photographs ofeletric k lightning at close range. J. Geophys. Res., 68. 4455-4459. 1%3.
in five selected flashes shows less variability than does the Guo, C.. and E. P. Krider. The optical and radiation field signatures
average radiance itself. These results are consistent with produced by lightning return strokes. J. Geophys. Res.. 87.8913-
ours, shown in Figure 10, considering the faztor of 2 822. 1982.
variability between the average and peak radiance. Idone. V. P.. and R. E. Orville. Lightning return stroke velocities in

the Thunderstorm Research International Program (TRIP). J.
Geophys. Res.. 87, 4903, 1982. )
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